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ABSTRACT 
A quasi-experimental study conducted in Ames Public Library, Ames, Iowa was used 
to evaluate whether lighting would be the main element influencing library users' choice of 
study space, or the greater influence could be the need for personal privacy. 
The study had 15 study carrel seats; each study carrel had a small built-in bookshelf 
and side dividers to provide an individual user space. The experiment was composed of two 
parts: the first part (the control setting) was conducted under existing library lighting 
conditions, and the second part (the test setting) incorporated four additional desk light 
fixtures into the space. The survey questionnaire and observations were distributed and 
conducted for investigating the possible changes in seating pattern related to the additional 
light fixtures. 
Cross-tabs, chi-square, independent-sample T-Test, and one-way ANOV A in SPSS 
statistical program (version 11.0) were used to investigate five research questions which 
exam the major hypothesis of this study "does lighting significantly affect choice of study 
space." 
The result supported the hypothesis and suggested lighting does not only provide 
library users the visual illuminations to check out books, and also it is an important element 
for determining the functional and efficient work surface that would influence users' choice 
on where they like to work. Even though 70 to 80 percent of library users and the building 
standard codes suggests the light is bright enough in general, the placement of the additional 
task light fixtures will be another helpful tool to create a more aesthetically pleasing and 
comfortable reading space for all library users. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Statement of Problem 
Today, libraries in different communities have different purposes and require special 
services. However, no matter how different each library is, it is always a space . that 
combines people, books, and computers. People use library spaces for reading books, 
seeking references and finding information. Architects, interior designers, and planners need 
to carefully consider these and other needs to enhance traditional library functions while 
integrating electronic information that combines function, lasting quality and aesthetic 
experience for users and staff. 
Regardless of whether people come to libraries alone or in groups, quietness is an 
important variable for people using the space. However, it is difficult to predict how much 
quietness people need. In general, the reading room space is the one area that users look for 
when they need a quiet and less disturbing space to read or study for a long period of time. 
The reading room is also likely to provide the most comfortable reading space. In particular 
lighting in reading room generally provides the most variety, with better intensity and 
contrast elements. 
But, lighting provides more than visibility lighting fixtures can also help people 
defend their privacy and territory. Light fixtures allow them to concentrate within their well 
lit space and control the appearance of being "alone" and "invisible" (or visible) to others. 
Psychologically, the most common quality people seek in an unfamiliar space, including the 
library, is being able to "be alone" (Sommer, 1969; Altman, 1975; Insel and Lindgren, 1978). 
However, it does not necessary mean one can prevent access by others or further intrusions 
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into the space they have claimed as "quietest." As time passes and the number of users in a 
space increases, the original occupant of a space might not be comfortable. To limit or delay 
such changes, the original users may take certain steps to secure the space they claimed. 
Altman (1975) states, "privacy is an interpersonal boundary-control process, which paces and 
regulates interaction with others." He also suggests that the human desire for privacy has 
two aspects, "desired privacy" (how much contact one desires to have with others at some · 
point in time), and "achieved privacy" (actual degree interaction with others) (Altman, 1975, 
p. 10). 
Overall, it appears that, the spaces people intend to look for and want to stay in for a 
long period of time are quiet, private and free if visual intrusions. Comfortable seating, 
convenience (Daryanani, 1984; Edwards, 1990; Crosbie and Hickey, 2001) and good lighting 
tend to be lower priorities. The standards and the decades of research and fixture 
improvements by architects, interior designers, and illumination engineers have brought a 
high level of illumination to the general library space. When lighting does fail to suit a 
specific purpose, for example a subtle change in lighting intensity, brightness, etc., its 
shortening are easily overlook. Nevertheless, lighting favorable for reading will generally be 
different brightness and contrast than the rest of the library space. Also, different locations, 
cultures, age groups and special individuals may require different levels of illumination at 
their work . surface. For them mere compliance with minimum standards would not be 
adequate, so lighting would be a top priority issue for the work surface. Again, using 
different light fixtures with different illumination levels is another possibility to achieve the 
desires for privacy and being invisible. Thus, library users would be able to enjoy good 
personal space with good lighting elements. 
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Statement of Objectives 
This study concerns the relations between lighting and library users' choice of study 
spaces. Specifically, it attempts to: 
1. Investigate general influences on choice of library study spaces. 
2. Investigate whether lighting significantly affects choice of study spaces. 
3. Assess the role of lighting in relation to choice of study spaces. 
4. Compare the perceived effects of natural daylight and general electric lighting on 
users' choice of study spaces. 
5. Examine the role of individual task lighting on users' choice of study spaces. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
AND THE EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 
Introduction 
How do we choose the spaces we prefer and use in buildings? Previous 
environmental research studies (Shils, 1966; Sommer, 1969; Altman, 1975; Wicker, 1983) 
have suggested that the physical distances between individuals sharing public spaces affect 
their emotional and physiological responses and, subsequently, their preference for such 
spaces. Quality of light, patterns of light and dark, and visibility are also key influences on a 
person's emotions, actions, perceptions, health needs and spatial preferences (Illuminating 
Engineering Society of North America's Standards, 2000). 
However, the important determinants of preference appear to vary from setting to 
setting (Deasy, 1990). What determines our choice for study and work space, in such places 
as public libraries? Several researchers (Sommer, 1969; Altman, 1982; Carlopop and 
Gardner, 1992 and Carrere and Evans, 1994) have suggested that quiet, privacy and general 
freedom from intrusion are top priorities. Do specific physical qualities of spaces, 
themselves, contribute to preference and patterns of use? 
This chapter will focus on one highly important variable in the design of study 
spaces-lighting-- and its particular role in user choice of study spaces. It will also introduce 
an experimental study on this subject that was the basic for this thesis. 
Lighting 
Lighting is an important part of any building and especially libraries. Besides 
providing visibility, it makes spaces comfortable and attractive. Particularly in study work 
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spaces, satisfactory lighting is a primary requirement, but for a particular setting, it is not 
always easy to define what level is actually "satisfactory." Also there is a degree of 
difficulty in creating an exciting, decorative reading space or cozy, comfortable individual 
study carrel rather than a bland gray industrial look (Lushington, 2002). Not every person 
has the same lighting preferences. Some library users prefer natural sunlight over artificial 
light, while others find it difficult to adjust to the sunlight's intensity in a work setting. 
Despite the importance of lighting, individuals are highly adaptable to varying lighting and 
can perform adequately for a moderate period of time without consciously recognizing 
differences in lighting quantity and quality. But despite its everyday anonymity, lighting 
does play an important role in user satisfaction; it deserves considerably more attention. 
The Relationship between Lighting and Work Surfaces 
Katzev (1992) stated "lighting is an essential ingredient of work environments. Not 
only does it influence an individual's perception of work-related tasks, but it also affects their 
general emotional/motivational state and health (p. 759)." Katzev (1992) also referred Von 
Herrmann's (1989) study and commented "it is clear that many other factors, such as skill, 
education, and previous experience affect productivity, but lighting is one of the least 
expensive and most important factors that influence human performance in the work 
environment (p. 760)." He also pointed out "some of the new systems call for lower lighting 
levels and/or more focused lighting on work areas. However, individuals may find these 
offices 'psychologically gloomy,' in spite of the fact that there is more than sufficient light 
for task performance. This may have a deleterious effect on their motivation and 
productivity (p. 760)." Turiel (1981) determined that in the United States lighting is 
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responsible for 30% to 50% of the total yearly energy costs of commercial and residential 
buildings. Thus, there is a temptation to sacrifice the quality of light and the luminance 
levels in favor of decreasing initial cost and operating expense. However, by 1990, 
researchers Fickett, Gellings, and Lovins found that the use of compact fluorescent lamps 
could save from 80% to 90% of electricity. In r~cent years, energy-efficient lighting systems 
have been developed to provide the same amount of light as older systems at lower cost and 
with lower glare, less noise, more pleasant color, and no flicker. 
Numerous studies have shown that better lighting increases productivity (Allen, 1982; 
Irens, 1960; Stenzel, 1962). Luminance, reflection, glare and task variables such as contrast, 
size and complexity of the visual stimuli affect task performance. In addition to these 
technical elements, the psychological impact of lighting on individuals also effects 
performance and needs to be considered. Energy-efficient systems low power consumption 
and light output, making lighting levels more uniform and/or more focused on work areas. 
On the positive side, they save money. However, their lower levels of illumination can have 
a negative effect on the motivation and productivity of individual user. Silverman, Horst, 
Mahaffey, Raver, and Webster's (1988) study on the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's 
laboratory lighting system discovered that individual users increased errors and/or had longer 
response times only at the lowest lighting levels (under lOftc.). 
• Visual Task Performance 
Reading is the most common task performed in libraries, so good light for reading is 
essential. The Illuminating Engineering Society of North America's Standards (2000) notes, 
Reading materials vary widely, including children's books printed in 10- to 
14-point type on matt paper; newspapers printed in 7-point type on low-
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contrast, off-white pulp paper; law books with long paragraphs in condensed 
type and rare books with unusual type faces printed on old paper. There are 
handwriting tasks, involving pencils and pens, and computer tasks (p. 12-7). 
Poor-quality lighting can be an inconvenience to library users, especially older adults. 
Several studies have shown differences in the task performances of different age users. The 
IESNA handbook (2000) mentions "the retinal illuminance of a typical 60-year-old person is 
only about one-third of the retinal illuminance of a typical 20-year-old person due to smaller 
pupil sizes and thicker lenses (p. 10-15)." 
In a study conducted by Smith and Rea (1982), individuals of different age groups 
were asked to proofread good quality and poor quality print with a range of luminances. 
Older subjects (46-62 years old) made more errors than younger subjects (18-22 years old), 
especially for the poor quality print. Another study considered the relationship between 
lighting and task performance (Silverman, Horst, Mahaffey, Raver, and Webster, 1988). 
Their experiment examined power plant lighting guidelines in a laboratory mock-up of a 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC) nuclear power plant control room. The subjects 
for the experiment were young (16-29 years old) non-skilled males. There was found to be 
an increase in the occurrence of errors and/or longer response times only at the lowest 
lighting levels (under 10 ftc.) for control room tasks, such as scanning edgewise meters for 
needle position or pre-specified values, reading x-y plots, or proofreading sample procedures. 
Importance of Intensity, Luminance and Color Rendering Index 
With the appropriate combinations of good intensity, illuminance and color 
rendering; it was difficult to establish the quality of visual performance. Weston (1935, 
1945), Boyce, Berman, Collins, Lewins, and Rea (1989) investigated the relationship 
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between luminance and task performance and found the difficulty of the tasks can be varied 
by changing the size, contrast, and complexity of the visual stimuli. For example, the 
saturation point occurs at lower luminance when stimuli are larger and of higher contrast. 
Another study (Kaye, 1988) involved the relationship between college student performance 
on proofreading and visual search tasks, noise (50 and 70 db) and lighting (500 and 1,200 
lux). Noise and illumination levels did not significantly affect common performance but the · 
lower light level did lead to more frustration, and the subjects rated the higher light 
environment as "feeling better and more aesthetically pleasing." 
Commonly, ophthalmologists (Smith and Rea, 1982; Lushington, 2002) seem to 
agree that most library materials can be read comfortably and without harm with as little as 
15 to 30 foot candles, provided the quality of lighting is good and the reader does not have 
defective vision. Usually a 30 to 35 foot candle at the working surface level on tables, desks, 
etc., is sufficient and preferred for 70 to 80 percent of the people doing continuous reading. 
A 60 to 70 foot candle level satisfies the needs of most of the remaining 20 to 30 percent of 
the general reading areas. The 75 to 125 foot candle levels in common use today, may add 
slightly but still measurably to the ease, speed, and accuracy with which difficult material is 
read. However, in general, light levels above 50 foot candles are unnecessary and potentially 
stressful. 
The lighting standard suggested by IESNA handbook (2000) for the illumination of 
library reading areas is 30-40 foot candles measured horizontally at the desktop. The 
standard states that in typical office work spaces where 300 to 1000 lx [30 to 100 fc] is 
provided on the workplace, average wall luminances of at least 30 to 100 cd/m2 are preferred 
(pg. 10-5). 
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According to the Color Rendering Index (CRI) and Lushington (2002), when 
selecting the color of a light, a 75 (CRI) is preferred. The color of light from warm white 
fluorescent lamps (not deluxe) provides better rendition of skin tones than cool white lamps, 
although cool white deluxe lamps are even closer to the color of sunlight. 
Windows - Indirect Natural Sunlight 
From several research projects related to office lighting, it would appear that the 
majority of people prefer daylight to artificial light in indoor environments. For example, 
studies by Collin (1975) and Markus' (1967) found that access to daylight is important office 
employees. Cuttle's (1983) expanded their work and found that 80% of the office workers 
studied preferred daylight to electrical lighting in their environment, mainly for reasons of 
feeling "more comfortable." Metcalf (1970) studied library lighting and discovered that, 
although the brightness of sunlight coming through the window may be approximate 9,000 
foot candles on the page of a book, strangely, people in the library preferred to read by the 
window. Regarding the lighting of libraries, Lushington (2002) also concluded that indirect 
natural sunlight should be introduced into all library areas except perhaps their program 
rooms. 
The impact of sunlight on the quantitative aspects of illumination depends, among 
other things, on room size; Boubekri et al. ( 1991) commented, "in the case of sunlight 
entering a relatively small room, such as a private office, illumination level from natural light 
is usually higher than any recommended level to perform almost any given task (p. 415)." 
Sunlight can be introduced into interiors not only from the side windows of buildings, but . 
also by lifts in the roof to make sky windows (skylights) that bring it into the center of the 
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building. According to the Architect's Handbook of Energy Practice (1987), "skylights are 
one of the most efficient means of introducing light deep into a building (p.16)." Butler and 
Biner (1990, p. 121) have also noted that "in spaces in which privacy is important, skylights 
may be preferred over windows." Skylight systems have presented some adverse 
characteristics, especially when installed without proper provisions for thermal insulation and 
light controls. However, the amount of sunlight falling from the skylight can be two times 
more then regular vertical wall windows (Architect's Handbook of Energy Practice, 1987). 
Even though regular wall windows have the advantages of providing space users a view of 
the surroundings and are able to open more fully and easily than skylights (Butler and Biner, 
1990); without adequate provisions for shading, the same amount of sunlight damage can be 
caused as from skylight. 
Whether using wall windows or skylights in a space, designers must consider the 
unpredictable and uncomfortable aspects of direct sunlight. Ultraviolet light from the sun 
can be very damaging to paper and bindings. The IESNA handbook (2000) states that direct 
glare from sunlight, glare reflections and overheating problems occur at different times of the 
day, and seasonally. It states: 
Glare criteria for luminaire luminances between 0 and 40 degrees above horizontal 
have been established. Light from other angles can also produce glare if luminanaces 
exceed 10,000 cd/m2; the luminaire luminances should not be more than 100 times 
those of surrounding surfaces to minimize glare (pg. 10-5). 
Although the potential negative impact of sunlight includes factors such as glare, 
overheating, or general dissatisfaction of building occupants; its positive impact can include 
decreasing energy cost, positive effect on user emotional state, and increased worker 
satisfaction. 
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• Effects on Mood 
Several studies have indicated that the luminous environment can significantly effect 
a person's autonomic arousal, mood, behavior and health (Isen, Means, and Nowicki, 1982; 
Belcher and Kluczny, 1987; Boubekri, Hullio and Boyer, 1991). Consequently, factors such 
as sunlight, which have a general effect on mood, should be examined in the design and 
management of environments; such as office buildings, where people spend a considerable 
amount of time and invest considerable energy. 
In reviewing Marans and Spreckelmeyer's (1982) work, Boubekri et al. (1991) 
suggested that their findings should be of concern to architects since "people's assessment of 
the larger environment of the workplace was influenced by their feeling about the condition 
of their immediate workplace. It is suggested here that the conditions of the immediate 
workplace are affected by the quality of light (p. 476)." They also commented, "the size of 
the sunlit area inside the space is not only relevant but also an important design parameter, 
because it implies an approach that allows architects to design apertures according to the 
geographical latitude, the seasonal variations, and the time of the day (p. 477)." Wotten, 
Blackwell, Wallis, and Barkow (1982) also found in their studies that approximately three 
out of four employees preferred to have a window located near their immediate workplace. 
As mentioned earlier, the amount of interior space exposed to sunlight could be critical. It is 
important to limit window size or to utilize a shading system to prevent glare that occurs due 
to seasonal, ·daily and hourly sun position variations. Only small amounts of sunlight 
penetration are needed in order to promote positive feelings of relaxation among office 
workers. Boubekri et al. (1991) recommend that the optimal size of sunlit areas in the room 
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should be 15% to 25% of the total floor area; up to 40% can be acceptable. The percentage 
depends on the size of the floor area and the purposes of the space. 
• Work Satisfaction 
Many studies have investigated the impact of window size and different amounts of 
sunlight penetration on an occupant's emotioz:ial response and degree of satisfaction with 
work and task. They indicated that lack of windows in the workplace might cause worker 
job·dissatisfaction, feelings of isolation, depression, claustrophobia, restriction, and tension 
(Finnegan & Solomon, 1981; Sundstrom, 1986). In Marans and Spereckelmeyer's study 
(1982), they suggest that people's assessment of the larger environment of the workplace was 
influenced by their feelings about the condition of their immediate workplace; the quality of 
light played a very important role. Consistent evidence by previous studies shows a 
relationship between the lack of windows in the workplace and job dissatisfaction. Feelings 
of isolation, depression, claustrophobia, restriction, tension, (Finnegan & Solomon, 1981; 
Sundstrom, 1986) and seasonal affective disorder (SAD) were demonstrated (Rosenthal et al., 
1985). Therefore, the access to a window is not only a matter of preference (Heerwagen & 
Orians, 1986) but also one of health and well-being (Keep, James & Inman, 1980; Ulrich, 
1984; Kuller & Lindsten, 1992). 
Several office design studies have found that a large percentage of office employees 
desire windows in their workplaces (Collins, 1975; Cuttle, 1983; Finnegan & Solomon, 1981; 
Markus, 1967). Leslie and Hartleb's (1990) findings showed 73% of the people considered 
windows in their workplace to be "extremely important," and an additional 1 7% rated them 
as "important." Butler and Biner's (1990) large scale survey findings showed 100% of their 
respondents indicated a preference for a window of some type in the office setting. However, 
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despite the general desire for windows in the workplace, there are many windowless working 
environments such as offices in the core of the building or in underground structures. 
Pictures and paintings on their walls, and, in particular, materials with nature themes have 
been shown to be one way of satisfying the desire for a view of the natural world is to use 
more (Sommer, 1983). According to Kaplan and Talbot's studies (1988), individuals who 
have access to nearby nature had lower levels of perceived job stress and higher levels of job 
satisfaction. There is psychologically and physiologically-based data to suggest that a 
natural setting can improve stress recovery even if one's access to them is limited to passive 
viewing (Ulrich, 1979; Knopf, 1987; Ulrich et al., 1991). Sommer (1983) found, however, 
that workers in most windowless offices tend to hang significantly more visual material on 
their walls than most offices that have access with windows; and that these visual materials 
were often nature oriented. It would appear that such materials satisfy, to some extent, the 
absence of more conventional window views. 
Various investigators (Ulrich, 1979; Sommer, 1983; Kaplan and Talbot's, 1988) have 
tested the importance of windows in a workplace, and their study results support a significant 
direct relationship between sunlight penetration and job satisfaction, disinclination to quit, 
and general well-being. They also described that a view of natural elements such as tress, 
vegetation, plants, and foliage either from outdoors or as indoor decoration decreases the 
negative impact of job stress. This idea of using the natural elements to replace the lack of 
the window access can be found in Biner et al (1993) studies. They suggested using other 
apertures, paintings and art, living things, and panels as window subtitles in offices. 
Heerwagen and Orians (1986) noted that this is typically the case for workers who occupy 
the central core offices in buildings, which is often assigned to use by clerical personnel. It is 
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important to provide a view of the natural world by using more pictures and paintings on the 
walls, and in particular, materials with nature themes (Sommer, 1983), which can replace the 
benefits that windows provide. 
Artificial Light System 
An adequate lighting system should consider both natural sunlight and the artificial · 
lighting system. By Boyce's (1981) definition stated that, "there is a continuum of 
performance associated with lighting conditions ranging from no light to plenty of light; as 
the amount of light increases it becomes possible to see more and more detail. .. Lighting 
cannot produce woke output. What it can do is to make details easier to see and colours 
easier to discriminate without producing discomfort and distraction (p.81-82)." Stone & 
Irvine (1993) also pointed that respectably artificial lighting has to associate with sunlight 
penetration to provide overall the qualitative rather than the quantitative illumination to the 
task. 
• Ambient Lighting 
A low level of ambient lighting is good enough to provide for general illumination. 
The general illumination for the library can be coordinated with direct, indirect, and direct-
indirect lighting (IESNA handbook, 2000) (see Figure 1). The indirect lighting system works 
well under a white reflective ceiling so that the light will shine up and be diffused by the 
ceiling over a wide area. However, if not well lit, its disadvantage is that the ceiling becomes 





Figure 1. (a) Direct, (b) indirect and (c) direct-indirect lightings 
(taken from IESNA handbook 9th Ed. 2000) 
• Task Lighting 
Equal intensity is not required or necessarily desirable everywhere in the library 
(Boubekri, Hulliv, & Boyer, 1991 and Lushington's, 2002). It is less monotonous and more 
pleasing aesthetically to vary the intensity for different areas, making each suitable for its 
particular use. Greater intensities might not be helpful for a majority of the readers in most 
of their work. One highly effective way to satisfy users is to provide individually 
controllable table and floor lamps. The IES (IESNA, 2000) notes that shadows can interfere 
with task visibility on different types of work surfaces and by other elements; such as a body 
shadows on tasks, incandescent or high-intensity discharge lamps, obstructions from area 
sources, or by the dividing walls of the carrel, etc. Thus, it suggested that local task lighting 
positioned in front of work surfaces can increases illuminance to minimize shadows. 
Thermal protection and optical shielding are required, however, to prevent injury or 
discomfort to users (pg. 10-6 and 12-8). 
For horizontal tasks, Equivalent Sphere Illumination (ESI) standards recommend 
reducing shadows by positioning the lighting system so a minimum amount of light comes 
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from an area slightly in front of and above the user, and a maximum amount of light comes 
from the side and/or behind the user. 
Privacy and Territoriality 
"When we understand the functions served by a given space, we can predict how strongly it 
will be defended and the sorts of defensive tactics likely to be used. Even if we do not accept 
the idea of instinctive territoriality in humans, it is still apparent that people actively defend 
certain spaces against intruders using the entire repertoire of defensive techniques in the 
animal kingdom as well as a few new ones ... We must understand how a man can maintain 
feelings of privacy and individuality in nonowned space." (Sommer, 1969. p. 43) 
People come to libraries for their own entertainment as well as educational needs. A 
wide range of seating choices serves different types of users and user needs. Seating 
environments such as stand-up workstations, individual study carrels, four-person tables, or 
tutorial rooms allow various users, from groups to individuals, to feel comfortable using the 
spaces without feeling isolated or being publicly exposed. 
Many studies (Hall, 1969; Freedman! 1975; Altman, Rapoport, Amos and Wohlwill, 
and Joachim, 1980; and Evams and Lopore, 1992) describe a process by which individuals 
defend and privatize unfamiliar shared spaces for their own temporary use. These same 
measures protect spaces against unnecessary crowding. This behavior is generally labeled as 
''territoriality;" behaviors used to establish and maintain privacy and control of space. 
Sommer (1969) categorized territoriality into two actions. The first was "defense of 
territories," the establishment of well-defined boundary markers. The other was the "defense 
of privacy," including gestures, postures, and personal position in a location that conveys a 
strong sense of spatial proprietorship to others. Altman's (1975) definition of privacy is 
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"selective control of access to oneself or to one's group," and people could use all types of 
defensive techniques to achieve the levels of privacy they desire (p. 18). 
Privacy Defined 
According to Insel and Lindgem (1978), personal space and territoriality are the two 
important mechanisms that individual use to achieve pri_vacy goals. They distinguished the 
meaning as "whereas personal space is the invisible bubble that accompanies us wherever we 
go and that may expand or shrink as the occasion requires; territorial behavior involves a 
place or an object identified as belonging to a person or group (p. 27)." Most researchers 
emphasize that "privacy" is seclusion, withdrawal, and avoidance of interaction. As stated 
earlier by Shils (1966), privacy is "a 'zero-relationship" between two persons or two groups 
or between a group and a person (p. 281)." 
Westin's (1967) systematic analysis of privacy can be used to explain an individual's 
use of a library. He divided his analysis into four categories: solitude, intimacy, anonymity 
and reserve. Westin described the first type, solitude, as "here the individual is separated 
from the group and free from the observation of other persons (p. 31)." The second type of 
Westin's systematic analysis, intimacy, described as a basic need of human contact. The 
third type, anonymity, is described as the situation when a person is "lost in a crowd," when 
one does not want to be recognized or interfere with another's sense of private zone. Reserve, 
the fourth state of privacy, he called it "the most subtle state of privacy" represents the 
creation of a psychological barrier against unwanted intrusion (p. 32). According to 
Sommer's (1968) study, people tended to sit away from the crowd and to be invisible from 
others. Westin's "solitude," "anonymity" and "reserve" theories are consistent with 
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Somrner's findings. Both Westin's and Somrner's theories encourage the use of at least 
some work surfaces in a library specifically to serve the needs of individuals who want to be 
invisible and seek to work in a degree of solitude. 
Proshansky, Ittelson, and Rivlin (1970) described pnvacy as the idea of using 
"territory of controlling space" to determine ~hat will and what will not take place in 
territories. Laufer, Proshansky, and Wolfe (1973, p. 353) call privacy a "phenomenological 
dimension" and consider privacy to be not only a behavioral phenomenon but also a "unique 
psychological experience." Privacy is concerned with control and regulation of social 
interaction, and involves a balancing of increasing and decreasing stimulation from others" 
(Altman, 1975, p. 21). This sense of taking control and the invisible distance one keeps from 
others is often easy to see in a library. When one needs privacy, territory is used to secure a 
particular space and meet the need. 
So-called "boundaries" determine what body language will occur next, which must be 
emphasized when designing the library space. By definition, a boundary is an invisible area 
around one's self, intrusion into which creates tension or discomfort to that individual. 
According to Altman (1975), "privacy is a regulatory process involving adjustments of self-
boundaries to permit carious levels of contact with others." He also mentioned "input and 
output processes" of one's self to others; his theory emphasized the idea that "achieved 
privacy" is almost equal to "desired privacy" (adequate inputs, low interaction); and 
"achieved privacy is less than desired privacy (intrusion, crowding). 
• Personal Space 
"Personal space" is to generally consider being the distance maintained between 
oneself and others, a means of controlling contact with other groups or individuals. It can 
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also be described as a person's attempt to prevent input from reaching them. Sommer (1969) 
and Insel & Lindgren (1978) both stated that the concept of personal space is the idea that 
people have invisible and portable boundaries. Regulation of such boundaries can be the 
basic driving force behind territorial behavior. Invasion of personal space is an intrusion into 
a person's self-boundaries. This is likely to raise the occupant's anxiety, sometimes to 
violent extremes. As Hall (1966) described, people like to be close enough to obtain warmth 
and comradeship but far enough away to avoid pricking one another; and personal space is 
not differentiated by shape or direction. Sommer (1969) discovered people are able to 
tolerate closer presence of a stranger at their sides than directly in front (p. 26). In some 
situations, and depending on different people, it is necessary to defend their own personal 
space. Hall (1966) and Sheflen & Ashcraft (1976) agree that normally personal space is 
defined by elbowroom, legroom, and space in which to gesticulate and change posture, at 
least 24 inches cubic space. 
As in the library space, Malmberg (1980) and Taylor's (1988) studies concluded that 
it is everyone's human instinct to claim a particular spot temporarily in a public unfamiliar 
space; "study behaviors are facilitated by a setting that is better isolated from nearby traffic, 
discourages social contact, and affords privacy" (Taylor's 1988, p. 230). Barker's (1968) 
and Wicker's (1983) studies theorize that 'behavior settings' are small-scale social systems 
composed of people and physical objects that are configured in such a way as to carry out a 
routine program of actions within specifiable time and place boundaries. 
• Territoriality 
The relationship between environment and. behavior is extremely important when 
designing a variety of environments, including short-term, temporary-use spaces. Simply put, 
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a space must appeal to the psychological and physical needs of the user, allowing the user to 
feel comfortable using the space. This relationship between environment and behavior 
concerns territoriality. As Ardrey (1972) points out, while a space can be defined with 
regard to its position in the natural environment "a territory ... cannot exist in nature, it exists 
in the mind of the animal (p. 196)." Yet according to Kaufmann (1971), "no simplified 
definition or explanation of territory yet advanced can cover all of the related kinds of 
behavior known, and perhaps it is naive to look for one (p. 37)." 
So, if territory exists only in the mind of the individual and if territory triggers a wide 
range of behaviors which render the definition problematic, the question arises, "is 
territoriality definable?" (Kaufmann, 1971 ). Perhaps, to differentiate types of territories and 
to verify the needs to take control of which territorial conditions and prevent intrusions. 
Altman (1975, p. 111) categorized five territorial events that one would claim the territory, 
including: 
I) different motives or need states, such as mating or eating; 
2) geographical features, such as size and location; 
3) social units, such as individuals, groups, or large social system; 
4) temporal duration, with some territories temporary (such as a seat on a bus) and 
others relatively permanent (such as a home); 
5) response repertoires, or behaviors used to mark territories, and defensive reactions 
in response to intrusion. 
As applied to library design, the question that emerges from Altman's (1982) library 
study themes was, "where do people usually sit and why?" Most people replied that they 
select locations that "are closer to the bookshelves," "are closer to windows," "provide easy 
access to functions," or often "where no one can see them." As these answers reflect, the 
choice of location depends on immediate need and personal preference. Nonetheless, from 
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these comments we can derive the inference that people have strong feelings regarding 
"ownership of a place" or "personal territorial space." 
Kuhn (1968) contends that, ''territoriality [evidences] the sense of possession of a 
given space and the urge to protect it against intruders (p. 395)." Accordingly, the next 
question concerns what psychological and physical reactions cause individuals to signal 
"ownership" of a space to potential intruders? Answers to this question may indicate how a 
particular space may be designed to allow the user to defend their personal area in a public 
space without negative social consequences. The boundaries of a space and the feelings of 
ownership associated with spaces are likely to be personally defined by the individual or 
group occupying the space. This very personal aspect of space definition clearly affects 
territorial behavior. 
It is difficult to create public space that ensures avoidance of others for it is uncertain 
how people will respond to the territoriality of others, particularly when the general 
environment is crowded. The concern, of course, is that a defense response may sometimes 
occur when territorial boundaries are violated. Indeed, the measurement of personal space is 
rendered problematic by the diversity of users' personal preferences, particularly the 
"emotional" aspects of their need for space "owned" only temporarily. Freedman (1975) 
suggests, people do not respond aggressively to someone who stands too close, but they do 
often feel uncomfortable. 
Moreover, Sommer (1969) thus concludes that because personal space "hinges on 
visible boundaries and markers ... the defense of personal space whose boundaries are 
invisible is a matter of gesture, posture, and choosing a location that conveys a clear meaning 
to others (p. 45)." 
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Achieved Privacy 
Altman (1975) defined "desired privacy" as people's behavior of intentionally 
wanting to secure a space as their own during a temporary time period. Taylor's ( 1980) 
further expanded on Altman's idea, nothing that "increased physical enclosure and separation 
from high-volume areas makes a site better for studying and thus more desirable (p. 230)." If 
a person is not able to maintain a particular temporary boundary, they are likely to take 
actions to protect the sense of security, which Altman (1975) called "achieved privacy." In 
Taylor's (1980) study, he found that if such cases were happening then users were more 
likely to defend such a location by asking intruders to leave as well. 
• Crowding, Avoidance, and Aggression 
Insel and Lindgem (1978) maintain that "crowding might not destroy humanity, but it 
does influence us and certainly does change us (p. 128)." They explain that people often 
mark territories by fencing in their properties, putting up signs, or placing books, clothes, or 
personal objects on tables or chairs to indicate that the space is at least temporarily taken. 
However, when these methods are not effective as spaces grow crowded, aggression and/or 
violence often result. 
Sommer (1965, p. 347) stated "avoidance is the first line of defense against 
interpersonal stress .. .limiting the range of visual contact through social conventions or using 
actual physical barriers is another possibility." Malmberg (1980) suggested aggression is the 
most common behavior technique one uses to control spacing. One example in research, 
conducted by Taylor and Brooks (1980), showed university students preferred study carrels 
as temporary dwellings in a library. Their result confirmed that students utilized for serious 
studying and that students were more likely to "defend" a carrel by asking intruders to leave. 
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• Body Language 
There is a psychological need to define personal territory. It is very important to 
consider the amount of space an individual needs. Most standards or assessments neglect 
how individuals achieve their desired space. So, while physical scale studies (Freedman, 
1975; and Altman and Zube, 1989) are important when addressing space arrangements, they 
do not address the psychological aspects of creating personal boundaries. 
When space is crowded, it is hard for the individual to secure the sense of being 
invisible. Individuals react in ways aimed at preventing intruders or blocking excess 
visibility. Library users are often seen to block themselves off by placing arms or elbows 
between their bodies and the intruder's and redirecting their bodies away from the intruder. 
According to the studies of Sommer (1969, p. 46-57), Altman (1975), and Bell (1996, p. 139-
140), individuals tend to use body gestures or objects to define sense of "control" over the 
spaces they occupy. In Sheflen & Ashcraft's study (1976), they investigated common body 
gestures for maintaining personal space in details, which included (p. 12-14): 
a) subtle elbow movement used to claim room in a crowd. 
b) tactile behavior initiated with shoulder, elbow, thigh, knee, or foot. 
c) points or displays accentuated by using the hands and other body parts. 
When two strangers are forced to share a small amount of space, they may use a variety of 
tactics (p. 42-69): 
a) Seated side-by-side, they may share a set of common positions and common 
directions or orientation. They may not only maintain separate visual focus, but 
may also display defensively with their stance by placing their extremities in such 
a way as to mark off their territory. 
b) Seated facing each other, they may avoid interaction by looking in different 
directions. 
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c) Seated near each other in such a way that their positions foster a common 
orientation. They may employ different and separate focal point behaviors while 
indicating separation by re-orienting their stance. 
d) Seated side-by-side, each may use their hands in mirror-imaged positions as if to 
provide barriers. This mutual gesture distinguishes them as a pair, since the raised 
hands seems to mark an inside and an outside. 
Generally speaking, strangers may use the following tactics when space is a commodity (p. 
48, 68-94): 
a) They may space themselves as far apart as possible and orient m different 
directions if there are no barriers between them. 
b) They may sit back to back. 
c) They may place their knees outward or place their hands to the side or on their 
hips to mark off a border space with their elbow. 
d) When one of the pair is eating or reading, he may retract his knees, cross his legs 
and elbows, markedly arch his back, and lower his head to secure his moment of 
pnvacy. 
e) In an uncrowned, quiet place, people (non-strangers) are likely to occupy adjacent 
locations, like, side by side, or they may even leave an open location between 
them. 
Moreover, it is not only personal body language that may create a sense of division and 
privacy, but the individual position, such as, his location in the room may serve as a way to 
avoid intruders (Sommer, 1969; Bell, 1996; Lushington, 2002). For example, the occupant 
of a comer location conveys or displays, a different meaning to a newcomer, than the 
occupant at the center of a room. Furthermore, an offensive display is most effective when a 
person can use features of the landscape to reinforce his dominance and control access. 
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Defending Territory and Guarding the Privacy- Library Study Carrels 
• Solitude 
Traditionally, privacy is viewed as the controlling of one's contact with others. 
Altman (1975) stated that "privacy is profitably conceived as interplay of opposing forces-
that is, different balance of opening and closing the self to others (p. 11)." The ideal range of 
openness-closeness of a person needs to be considered. Although, it is difficult to define 
personal and emotional preferences, a common need seems to be the desire to be alone. 
Sommer (1969) distinguishes "personal space ... from real territories, by having the body as 
their center and by being as invisible (p. 45)." Concerning library seating in particular, when 
the space becomes crowded, people move around to claim a new space, to display the need to 
be alone in their sense of personal space (Kaufinann, 1971; Sommer, 1969; Taylor, 1980). In 
short, while real to the mind of the individual, personal boundaries cannot be viewed, but 
only interpreted from the signals given off by the occupying individual or group. 
• Study Carrel 
Due to various cultural differences, people may inhabit and define privacy differently 
and often cause the intrusion of others by a simple misunderstanding (Westin, 1967; Hall, 
1969). In a library, one can often use features of the interior landscape as an offensive 
display, providing opportunities to reinforce dominance and control access. Concerning the 
use of public library space, Sommer ( 1968) found that those who wanted to sit by themselves, 
as far as possible from other people, overwhelmingly chose the comers, alcoves and side 
areas hidden from view, and used end chairs. He also stated in his library study that "a study 
carrel, where one is enclosed on two or more sides from others nearby, provides a more 
private setting for studying than does sitting at a table with three to ten others." This helps to 
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explain the popularity of the study carrel in the library. By occupying a study carrel, one can 
easily achieve personal space and avoid crowding. This is suitable then for all people who 
are trying to find privacy and guard from intruders. 
Summary and Introduction of the Experimental Study 
Various types of studies conducted in libraries, indicate that many who use library · 
space will either look for a quick location of materials or sit for hours of intensive study or 
reading. Based on the IESNA handbook and several lighting researches that indicated, 
visibility is the central crucial point of human needs. Everything else can be secondary 
because, poor-quality lighting in a library study space can be uncomfortable for the user and 
make it difficult to use the space for an extended period of time. Then, according to Boyce 
(1982), he summarized several behavioral studies related to lighting and concluded, "The 
impression created by lighting can also influence what people do. This does not refer to the 
performance of task but rather to the way in which the space is used (p. 274)." Thus, which 
of these two elements (lighting or behavior) should be the primary focus when designing the 
study space in a library? 
A quasi-experimental study was used to evaluate whether lighting would be the main 
element influencing library users' choice of study space, or the greater influence could be the 
need for personal privacy. In the next three chapters, five research questions were used to 
examine one major hypothesis "does lighting significantly affect choice of study space?" 
The research questions and this hypothesis will be investigated and analyzed by a survey and 




Several preliminary experimental tests were performed and serve as guidelines for the 
final experimental study. First, the statement of five research questions and one major 
hypothesis are introduced. Procedures for conducting this quasi-experimental study, which 
included details. of the experiment location( s ), setting( s) and procedure( s ), and instrument( s ), 
are then described. 
Statement of Research Questions and Hypothesis 
To accomplish the objectives stated in Chapter 1, the following questions were 
developed to test the major hypothesis of this experimental study: 
Research Questions: 
1. Do library users pay attention to their surroundings, especially lighting? 
2. Do library users who sit by the window think "lighting" is their top priority, 
and do they stay in well-lit seats longer? 
3. Does artificial light influence choice of study space? 
4. Do library users who work longer in the library study space have more 
concern on the issue of the light sources than shorter term occupants? 
5. Do demographic differences affect the choice of study space and lighting? 
Hypothesis: 
Lighting does significantly affect choice of study space. 
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A study space at the southeast comer of Ames Public Library in Ames, Iowa was 
selected as a research location for studying users' seat selection. This particular study space 
was located between the Youth Reference and Juvenile Fiction/Nonfiction areas and a 
Computer Catalog & Internet Station stand. The floor plan of the library and this study space 
(called experiment space) is provided in Figure 2. 
This study space had 15 study carrel seats, each study carrel had a small built-in 
bookshelf and side dividers to provide an individual user space (see Figure 10). These 15 
study carrel seats were observed as three sets of four carrel seats and one set of three carrel 
seats (see Figure 7). Four windows were located in between each set of study carrels on its 
east side, provided ample natural light. All windows were the same size and shape; window 
treatments for these windows were always open during the course of this study (showed in 
Figure 4). 
Experiment Settings and Procedures 
• Pilot experiment and corrections for preparing the final experiment: 
A pilot study was conducted to pre-test the questionnaire and to help determine if this 
was a selected experiment space was needed for the final experiment. Most data was 
collected between 12:40 p.m. and 6 p.m. periodically from mid-January to late February. 
Two study spaces (see Figure 2) were selected for the united study. Space number one, 
which was the same space as the final experiment (called experiment space), was at the 
southeast comer of the library. It had the original library furnishings with eleven study 
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carrels and a large table with four seats (see Figure 3 and 4). Space number two (called 
location #2) was located at the south side of the library by the magazine area. It had eight 
individual study carrels and two windows on its south side (see Figure 5 and 6). 
In the pilot study, a pre-test questionnaire was given to 36 library users. There were 
15 (thirteen male and eight female) users fro~ the study space number one, and 21 (seven 
male and eight female) users from the study space number two. The seating locations of 
these questionnaire respondents', and most of the users who used these two study spaces, 
were recorded as the pilot observation data. These data was also used to further exam 
necessary changes for questionnaire and physical furnishings. One methodological flaw was 
detected. The pilot study revealed that it was best to survey only the first user in the space 
because it would be difficult to determine whichever reasons influenced users to select the 
seats. It could be possible that they were influenced by the current space users' seating 
locations and choice to sit somewhere else. To correct this problem, and for purpose of 
keeping the physical furnishings in the final experiment consistent, the large table in study 
space number one was removed to the study space number two and replaced with four sets of 
study carrels (see Figure 7 and 8). Thus, the study space number one had 15 uniform 
individual study carrel seats and the study space number two had four sets of study carrels 
and one large table. Then study space number one was divided into four recording sections 
A, B, C and D (see Figure 9); and the study space number two was observed as one large unit, 
section E. These furnishing changes provided a way to define more details about users 
seating choice and allowed each survey questionnaire to be distributed to the first individual 
user of each study section. 
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The final study was conducted in both study spaces, study space number one (sections 
A-D) and the study space number two (section E), simultaneously. There was significant 
difficulty1 in efficiently over gathering survey questionnaires from the large study space of 
section E limited time period compare to sections A-D. Also there was consideration by 
focusing on the particular experiment study space and reduce other elements that might 
influence the study, such as locations and furnishing differences. Thus, the data from this 
study space number two was not included in the final data analysis process. 
• Final experiment (the control and test settings): 
The final experiment study in study space number one was composed of two parts. 
The first part (the control setting) was conducted under existing library lighting conditions, 
which included the general ceiling light system and natural light from the windows (see 
Figure 8). The second part of the study (the test setting) incorporated four additional desk 
light fixtures into the space, one in each of the sections (see Figure 11 ). Based on the 
observation data from the first part of the experiment, seats A3, B3, C2, and D2 were the 
least used seats in each section, and in the second part of the study four desk light fixtures 
were placed in these least used study carrels. The comparisons between the two parts of the 
experiment, especially the possible changes in seating pattern related to the additional light 
fixtures was one of the main objectives. 
1More than 340 users used the study space number two (section E), but only 30 surveys were gathered from this 
study space, however, at the same amount of time period 100 surveys were gathered from 303 users in the study 
space number one (section A-D). 
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Figure 11. Test setting (lighted) Figure 12. Adjustable light fixture 
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Figure 13. Locations for four additional desk lamps 
show in shaded carrels (A3, B3, C2, and D2) 
Experiment Instruments 
Two methods were used to analyze the relation between space and users. The 
methods included observations of how users approached the space and survey . 
questionnaire data; most data collection done between 12:40 p.m. and 6 p.m. periodically 
from mid-March until early May (total of 45 conducting days). Specified research 
subjects were required and targeted when conducting the survey questionnaire data. Each 
study carrel's illumination was measured and recorded carefully before and after the 
additional . desk light fixtures were installed. 
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• Observations: 
Observation data was collected by recording the use of the entire study space (all 
15 seats) every 20 minutes. A record was kept of all used seat locations (seats Al, A2, 
Bl, B2 ... D3, D4; see Figure 13), and the length of time each seat was used (counted by 
the time of each seat's usage when the entire space was checked in every 20 minutes, see 
Appendix D). Of 303 library users were recorded in the observation data, 148 users were 
from the first part (the control setting - no additional lighting) and 155 users were from 
the second part (the test setting - addition of lighting). The 100 survey questionnaire 
responses (50 from each setting) are also included in the data. 
Six detailed observations were conducted specifically for each individual who 
completed the survey. A record was kept of each survey respondents' sitting location in 
both settings, the length of time each study carrel was used, what respondents were doing 
in the particular study carrels, and the records of the usage of additional desk light 
fixtures. The study carrels were used from a minimum of ten minutes to 280 minutes or 
more (included every user who has used the space) respectably. The survey respondents' 
used records were from minimum ten minutes to 210 minutes or more respectably. The 
activities of users included reading magazines and newspapers, reading books, and doing 
paper work and studying. The entire lists of six detail observations from this experiment 
study were: 
Observation 1 : companson of all seats' usage before and after the 
individual desk lamps were installed in the study spaces 
in both control and test settings. 
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Observation 2: comparison of users who sat on the unlighted or lighted2 
seats in both control and test settings. 
Observation 3: comparisons of users who sat on the window or aisle3 
seats in both control and test settings. 
Observation 4: comparisons of the length of users' usage time of the 
space in both control and test settings. 
Observation 5: comparisons of the purpose (activities) of why users used 
the space in both control and test settings. 
Observation 6: comparisons of users, who sat on the lighted seats in the 
test setting, did they use or not use the light fixtures. 
• Survey questionnaires: 
The survey questionnaires used for both pilot and final experiment were approved 
by the Iowa State University IRB's Human Subject Research (see Appendix B) and by 
the assistant direct of Ames Public Library (see Appendix C). No names or personal 
details from the respondents involved in the survey process are request or reported, 
except their genders and ages (Appendix E). 
The study questionnaire included three types of questions and was developed to 
examine user perceptions of the lighting sources in their surroundings and their 
preferences for lighting. 
The first group of survey questions (questions #1, #2, #3, #5 and #9) was to 
analyze library users' understanding and awareness of the library space, particularly the 
experimental study space. Survey questions #1, #2 and #3 addressed how often users 
used this library and study space. Survey question #5 focused on users who prefer to use 
2 In the test setting, there were eleven unlighted seats (seats Al, A2, B2, B2, B4, Cl, C3, C4, DI, D3, and 
D4), and four lighted seats (seats A3, B3, C2, and D2) (see Figure 13 and Appendix A). 
3 There were eight window seats (seats Al, A2, Bl, B3, Cl, C3, DI, and D3), and seven aisle seats (seats 
A3, B2, B4, C2, C4, D2, and D4) (see Figure 13 and Appendix A). 
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library space alone most of the time. Survey question #9 asked respondents what time of 
day they preferred to use the library. 
The second group of survey questions (questions #4, #6, #7, #8, and # 11) was to 
provide an understanding of user's intuitions about the space they chose to use and 
concerned their personal territorial preferences and the attributes of this particular study 
space setting. Survey question #4 asked users what was the most important reason for 
use ·of the particular study space. Survey question #6 referred to seating spaces users 
preferred to be in. Survey question #8 asked about the specific types of work surface 
they like to use. Survey question #11 asked users to choose between privacy and lighting 
as the most important factor to them in choosing a place to sit in the library. 
The third group of survey questions (questions #4, #10, #11, #12, #13, #14, #15, 
#16 and #17) was designed mainly to test the relations between users and their perceived 
needs and perception of light. Survey questions #4 and #11 compared what was the most 
important reason for using the particular study space and to find the importance of 
privacy and lighting to users. Survey questions #10, #12, #13, and #14 examined user's 
knowledge of the existing lighting source, also to determine whether lighting (both 
natural light and artificial light) were the top reason for users to choose their study spaces. 
Survey questions #15, #16 and #17 were to assess work lighting preferences and to 
investigate what other types of light sources did library users prefer to have. 
• Subjects: 
There were no specific differences about the subjects used in the general 
observation (total 303 study space users). The subjects were library users aged 18 years 
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and older. There were no records kept on how often each individual used the study carrel 
during the research period. 
For the survey questionnaire data, the subjects were the first person to use one of 
four divided study section (A-D) of the space and were seated at the work surface for 
more than five minutes. There was a total of 50 users for each part of the experiment, 
and information was collected only once from a user. 
Of the 100 survey questionnaire respondents, 51 % were male and 49% were 
female. The survey respondents were age 18 to 88 years old and were then categorized 
into four age groups: 18-25 years old, 26-39, 40-58, and 59 years and older. 
• Additional light fixtures: 
All four additional light fixtures were the same size, shape, and color. The angle 
and direction were adjustable, and for right or left-handed users they could adjust the 
positions to the right or left as they preferred (see Figure 12). The lights were always off 
when users arrived and only turned on by individual users. 
• Illumination measurements: 
The locations oft~ese four desk light fixtures in the test setting were based on the 
results of the control setting. The purpose was to differentiate between the affects of 
natural and artificial light sources on the study carrel surfaces; the detail measurements 
were carefully taken by both window and aisle seat groups (see Appendix A). 
Figure 14 showed the average illuminations at the aisle and window seat work 
surfaces, which illustrated that in general the aisle seat group had better lighting 
conditions over the window seat group. About half of the work surfaces on the window 
seats were covered with dark shadows with about 20 to 30 foot candles and the better-lit 
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spots · were about 30 to 40 foot candles. Even though the window seats were directly 
under the ceiling light and with direct access to the natural light, there were reflections 
from dividers that created large gloomy shadows on the work surface (see Figure 8 and 
11 ). The aisle seats were located under two lines of ceiling lights which helped to 
brighten up the work surfaces (see Figure 8 and 11), about a quarter of the surface was 
covered with dividers' shadows with 20 to 30 foot candles, and 35 to 45 foot candles in 
the well lit spots (see Figure 14). 
Figure 15 shows the work surface illuminated under the additional desk light 
fixture (sample from the seat B3). The desk light provided 50 foot candles evenly on 
those surfaces. Depending on how close the individual users wanted the light fixture to 
the table surface, these light fixtures could provide 55 to 65 foot candles on the work 
surface, and they helped to reduce the shadows on the work surfaces. 
Figure 14. The average illuminations at aisle and window seats 
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Figure 15. The illumination of work surface with the desk lamp 
Data Analysis 
Data were analyzed using cross-tabs, chi-square, independent-sample T-Test, and 
one-way ANOVA in SPSS statistical program (version 11.0). Crosstabulation (cross-tabs) 
was used to show the relationships between survey questionnaire answers, survey 
respondents' seating locations, and all other demographic variables. Chi-square was used 
to analyze significant differences among answers of library users and their impact of 
lighting, etc. Independent-samples T-Test was used to compare the mean answers given 
for survey questions with only two answer choices or to compare the relationship 
between two variables. Means of answers were given for all survey questions with three 
or more answer choices and the relationship of three or more variables was compared by 
using one-way ANOV A. For all tests, P-values less then 0.10 were considered 
significant in this study. 
Not all survey respondents answered all 17 survey questions in these 100 survey 
questionnaire data. Since the sample was missing data was only discarded by questions 
and not the entire survey data. The missing data is identified in each table in Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
Overview 
Results of the observations and survey questionnaire are presented in this chapter. 
Observation data will have all library users' seating positions and their length of usage time, 
which will serve as a background to the survey questionnaires' findings. In this chapter, 
users' seating positions are analyzed as detailed in the methodology chapter (Chapter 3). All 
15 seats are divided into seven "unlighted" and one "lighted" window seats; and four 
"unlighted" and three "lighted" aisle seats. 
The questionnaire responses and observations are organized around the five research 
questions. Correlations between each user's seating location and their responses to the 
questionnaire are analyzed using frequency, cross-tabs and chi-square test; relations between 
the length of users' usage time of the space and their seating locations are tested by means of 
independent-sample T-Test and one-way ANOVA; and relations between demographic 
differences of respondents and their responses to the physical space and questionnaires are 
analyzed by Cross-tabs and chi-square. 
Questionnaire and Research Questions 
To focus on testing whether personal privacy or lighting element most influenced 
library users' choices on the seating location, survey questions related to privacy and lighting 
were distributed to the first occupant in a study section. 
Table 1 shows how the survey questions (see Appendix E or F for the complete 
survey questionnaire) and observation data (see Observation data in Chapter 3) are related to 
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the research questions. This organization guided the analyses; that is, to answer research 
question 1, survey questions #10, #12 and observation 1 were used. 
Table 1. Survey questionnaire/observations and Research Questions 
Research Research Research Research Research 
Question 1 Question 2 Question 3 Question 4 Question 5 
S. Question #1 
S. Question #2 
S. Question #3 
S. Question #4 x x x 
S. Question #5 
S. Question #6 
S. Question #7 
S. Question #8 
S. Question #9 
S. Question #10 x 
S. Question #11 x x x x 
S. Question #12 x 
S. Question #13 x x 
S. Question #14 x x 
S. Question #15 x 
S. Question #16 x 
S. Question #17 x x 
Observation 1 x 
Observation 2 x x x 
Observation 3 x x x 
Observation 4 x 
Observation 5 x x x 
Observation 6 x x 
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Research Question 1 
"Do library users pay attention to their surroundings, especially lighting?" 
Frequencies and chi-square tests were computed to investigate the responses to this research 
question. 
R.Q.1-1. To identify users awareness of the light setting especially the existence of 
additional desk lamps (Survey question # 12: Have you previously noticed desk lamps on some work surface"): 
A chi-square was used to examine the relationship of where users sat and their 
responses to the existence of the additional lighting equipment between the control and test 
settings. The result showed no significant differences before and after the additional desk 
lamps were installed; however, there were eight (16%) users in the control setting who 
responded that they saw the lamps. Twenty (40%) users in the test setting responded that 
they did not notice the four additional desk lamps that were installed (Table 1.1 ). 
R. Q.1-2. To identify users' preference toward window seats and perceived needs for natural 
light (Survey question # 10: When you use library space do you prefer a space next to a window?}: 
A chi-square test was run to examine the relationship between where users sat and 
their preference to the window seats in control and test settings. The result showed no 
significant differences before and after the additional desk lamps were installed. In both 
control and test settings, 40 (80%) and 38 (76%) respectively of the users responded that they 
prefer to sit by the windows (Table 1.2). According to the open-ended responses to this 
question (See Appendix G), 25% responded that the reason for preferring to sit by windows 
was "being able to see outdoors" and 21 % of users responded "natural lighting." Other 
responses included 13% who reported that they "do not care I does not matter," 11 % who 
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said that they like the "open/spacious feeling," 6% who thought that windows were "too 
distracting" and another 6% who gave other reasons. 
Summaries of research question 1: 
• User's awareness of the light setting: 
No significant differences before and after the additional desk lamps were installed. 
Eight (16%) users in the control setting (did not contain any additional desk lamps) 
responded they saw the lamps; 20 (40%) users in the test setting (with four additional desk 
lamps) responded they did not see any lamps. 
• User's Preference toward window seats: 
No significant differences before and after the additional desk lamps were installed. 
40 (80%) and 38 (76%) of users prefer to sit by the windows; 25% responded because 
of "being able to see outdoors" and 21 % responded because of"natural lighting." 
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Table 1.1. Comparisons of users' awareness of the existence of additional desk light 
equipment in the control and test settings (Survey question # 12: Have you previously noticed desk lamps on 
some work surface? and Observation 1: Comparisons of all seats' usage in both control ahd test settings) 
Survey question Control Test 
#12: Have you 
Yes, Yes, previously noticed desk No Total No Total lamps on some work noticed noticed 
surface? 
Al 1 6 2 1 1 7 
A2 1 5 4 3 5 
A3 (L) 1 3 3 2 2 5 
Bl ·3 3 5 2 2 5 
B2 3 2 2 2 5 
s B3 (L) 1 5 5 3 4 
E B4 1 3 1 1 4 
A Cl 5 3 3 5 
T C2 <L) 2 2 2 2 4 
s C3 2 2 2 1 3 
C4 2 1 3 
Dl 1 3 2 1 2 5 
D2 <L) 7 7 1 1 
D3 3 1 4 
D4 1 1 2 
Total 8 42 38 30 20 64 (16%) (84%) (60%) (40%) 
P-value of chi-
square test p = 0.206 (>0.05) 
(Not Si2nificant) 
[Note]: (L) Represents "lighted" seats which include seats A3, B3, C2, and D2. 
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Table 1.2. Comparison of users' preferences for window seats in both control and test 
settings (Survey question #10: When you use library space do you prefer a space next to a window" and 
Observation 1: Comparisons of all seats' usage before and after the individual desk lamps were installed in the study spaces in both 
control and test settings.) 
Survey question Control Test 
#10: When you use library Yes, Yes, 
space do you prefer a space prefer No Total prefer No next to a window? 
Al (W) 6 1 8 2 
A2(W) 5 8 3 
A3 (L) 2 1 6 4 
Bl(W) 6 8 2 2 
B2 2 1 6 4 
s B3 (W)(L) 7 7 
E B4 4 5 1 
A Cl (W) 5 7 2 1 
T C2 <L) 2 5 3 1 
s C3(W) 1 1 4 3 
C4 1 1 1 
Dl (W) 3 3 2 
D2 <L) 5 5 2 
D3(W) 2 3 1 
D4 1 2 1 
Total 40 5 78 38 8 (80%) (10%) (76%) (16%) 
P-value of chi-
square test p = 0.714 (>0.05) 
(Not Si2nificant) 
[Note]: (W) Represents "window" seats which include seats Al, A2, Bl, B3, Cl, C3, DI, and D3. 













Five (in the control setting) and four (in the test setting) survey respondents did not respond to survey 
question #10 in both control and test setting. 
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Research Question 2 
"Do library users who sit by the window think 'lighting' is their top priority, and do 
they stay longer in well-lit seats?" Frequencies and chi-square tests were computed to 
investigate the relations among all users' seated locations and responses to questions related 
to this research question. Independent-sample T-Test was used to investigate the relations of 
length of time that users' occupied the seats and their responses to these questions. 
R. Q. 2-1. To identify possible changes from control setting to test setting of users who sat on 
the "window" seats and "aisle" seats (based on Observation data 2: Comparisonsofuserswhosaton 
the unlighted or lighted seats in both control and test settings. and 3: Comparisons of users who sat on the window or aisle seats in both 
control and test settings): 
A chi-square test was run to examine the relationships between the two lighting seat 
groups (unlighted or lighted seats) and users' seating location in window seats or aisle seats. 
As Table 2.1 shows, each of the study setting had significant differences between 
unlighted and lighted and window and aisle seats. There was a significant difference from 
the control to the test setting. 
There was a significant (P=0.03) difference between unlighted/lighted and 
window/aisle seat groups in the control setting; 33 (66%) who sat in the unlighted seats and 1 
(2%) in the lighted seats of the window seat group, 10 (20%) users sat in the unlighted seats 
and 6 (12%) in the lighted seats within the aisle seat group. This significant difference was 
people preferred to sit by the windows under the existing lighting condition. In the test 
setting there was also a significant (P=0.05) difference between unlighted/lighted and 
window/aisle seat groups. Within the window seat group, the usage in the unlighted seats 
decreased to 19 (38%) and the lighted seat usage increased to 8 (16%). Within the aisle seat 
group, the unlighted seats usage number decreased to 7 (14%) users, but the usage of lighted 
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seats increased to 16 (32%) users. As a whole, the usage of the unlighted seats from the 
control to the test setting decreased 8%; and usage of the lighted seats increased 17%. 
R. Q.2-2. To identify how the length of usage time of the space affect users' choices of seating 
at the window or aisle seats (based on Observation data 3: Comparisons ofusers who sat on the window or 
aisle seats in both control and test settings. and 5: Comparisons of the purposes (activities) of what users used the space in both control 
and test settings): 
Independent-sample T-Test was used to investigate how long users stayed in 
window/aisle seats (see Table 2.2). There was no significant differences between the users' 
usage time in the control or the test settings; means of users in both control and test settings 
who used the window seats were about the same, at 50 minutes and 53 minutes respectively. 
After the space was main under lighted condition in the test setting, the means of users' 
usage time in the aisle seats decreased from 55 minutes to 40 minutes. 
R.Q.2-3. To identify the most important reason for users to select window or aisle seats 
(based on Survey question #11: Which one of the two issues listed below is more important to you when you select your 
seating space? and Observation 3: Comparisons of users who sat on the window or aisle seats, and measurements of surface 
illuminations in both control and test settings): 
Chi-square tests were run to examine the relations of users in both settings who sat at 
the window or aisle seats and their responses to questions regarding their main reason for 
choosing the seats like privacy and lighting reasons (survey question #11). As Table 2.3 
showed, 30 (60%) and 23 (46%) users who sat by the windows prefer privacy, and 8 (16%) 
and 13 (26%) users who used the aisle seats preferred lighting. The location of the window 
seat section indeed provided the privacy advantage for users who desire more privacy 
element for their study space. As a whole, 71 % of users preferred "privacy" as the most 
important reason than 29% who preferred "lighting". 
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According to the illuminations measurements data (see Illumination measurements in 
Chapter 3 or Appendix A), the work surface at the window seats did not have good lighting 
condition compared to the aisle seats under the existing lighting condition, even though both 
window and aisle seat sections all had shadow problems in the control setting. In the test 
setting, the desk lamps helped to reduce th~ shadow problem and provided an even 
illumination work surface. However, three out of the four additional task lamps were 
installed at the aisle seat section, in either setting, people who desired better lighting quality 
would choose aisle seats. 
R.Q.2-4. To investigate the relations between what types of lighting options affect users' 
choices and the window or aisle seats they chose (based on Survey question #17: What type of 
work surface do you prefer? and Observation 3: Comparisons of users who sat on the window or aisle seats, and measurements of 
surface illuminations in both control and test settings): 
Chi-square tests were used to examine whether the seating choices at the window or 
aisle seats were affected based on users' perceptional needs. The control and test setting 
were significantly different (P=0.019). By comparing within groups and settings, the 
question selection "even light-lack of shadows on table top" was the most chosen one in the 
window seat group under the control setting. It decreased from 17 (34%) to 6 (12%) in the 
test setting. The question selection "additional light adjustable to different angles/direction" 
became the most chosen in the aisle seat group under the test setting, increasing from 6 (12%) 
to 12 (24%) in the test setting. As a whole, the question selection "additional light adjustable 
to different angles/direction" increased from 10 (20%) to 18 (27%); and the question 
selection "even light-lack of shadows on table top" decreased from 21 (43%) to 11 (22%). 
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Summaries ofresearch question 2: 
• Additional desk lamps would change users' choice of window and aisle seats: 
Significant (P=0.03) and (P=0.05) differences between unlighted/lighted and 
window/aisle seat groups. Window seats were no longer the most popular selection for users 
who preferred better lighting conditions. 
• The length of usage time did not affect users ' choices of seating at the window or 
aisle seats: 
No significant differences between the users' usage time in the control or test settings. 
The usage time at the window seat: 50 minutes (in the control setting) and 53 minutes 
(in the test setting); and the usage time at the aisle seat: 55 minutes (in the control setting) 
and 40 minutes (in the test setting). 
• Preference for privacy or lighting at window and aisle seats: 
As a whole, 71 % of users chose "privacy" as the most important reason compared to 
29% who preferred "lighting." In the window seat group 30 (60%) and 23 (46%) of users 
preferred "privacy"; in the aisle seat group eight (16%) and 13 (26%) of users preferred 
"lighting." 
• Additional desk lamps affect users ' opinions on the types of lighting options they 
preferred: 
There were significant differences (P=0.019) between unlighted/lighted and 
window/aisle seat groups. "Even light-lack of shadows on table top" was the most chosen 
answer in the window seat group, it decreased from 21 (43%) to 11 (22%); "additional light 
adjustable to different angles/ direction" became the most responded answer in the aisle seat 
group, and it increased from ten (20%) to 18 (27%). 
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Table 2.1. Comparisons of relations between users who sat at the unlighted and lighted seats 
in the window and aisle sections in both control and test groups (Observation 2: Comparisons of 
users who sat on the unlighted or lighted seats in both control and test settings. and 3: Comparisons of users who sat on the window or 
aisle seats, and measurements of surface illuminations in both control and test settings.) 
Window/Aisle Control Test 
Vs 
Unlighted/Lighted Unlighted Lighted Unlighted Lighted 
Al 7 2 
w A2 6 3 
I Bl 6 4 
N B3{L) 1 8 
D Cl 5 3 
0 C3 2 3 
w Dl 4 3 
D3 3 1 
Total 33 1 19 8 34 (68%) 27 (54%) 
A3 <L) 4 4 
A B2 3 4 
I B4 4 1 
s C2 (L) 2 4 
L C4 2 1 
E D2 <L) 8 
D4 1 1 
Total 10 6 7 16 16 (32%) 23 (46%) 
P-value of chi-square p = 0.003 ( <0.05) p = 0.005 (<0.05) 
test (Significant) p = 0.0001 (<0.05) 
Table 2.2. Independent-sample T-Test of the relations of length of users' usage time at the 
window or aisle seats in the control and test settings (Observation 3:comparisonsofuserswhosatonthe 
window or aisle seats, and measurements of surface illuminations in both control and test settings. and 5: Comparisons of the purposes 
(activities) of what users used the space in both control and test settings.) 
Window/Aisle Independent-Vs Mean 
Length of usage N (minutes) sample T-Test 
time (Not Significant) 
Window 34 50.0000 
Control 51.6393 P=0.816 
Aisle 16 55.0000 P=0.519 
Window 27 53.7037 (>0.10) 
Test 46.4103 P=0.462 
Aisle 23 40.4348 
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Table 2.3. Comparisons of relations between users who sat at the window and aisle seats and 
their responses to privacy and lighting in both control and test groups (Survey question #11: 
Which one of the two issues listed below is more important to you when you select your seating space? and Observation 3: 
Comparisons of users who sat on the window or aisle seats, and measurements of surface illuminations in both control and test settings.) 
Window/Aisle 
Vs. Survey Control Test 
question #11: 
Which one of the two 
issues listed below is 
more important to you Privacy Lighting 
when you select your 
Total Privacy Lighting Total 
seating space? 
Al 1 2 2 
w A2 1 3 3 
I Bl 4 4 
N B3 (L) 6 6 2 
D Cl 1 3 3 
0 C3 3 3 
w Dl 1 1 1 
D3 1 1 1 
Total 30 4 53 23 3 7 (60%) (8%) (46%) (6%) 
A3 (L) 3 1 1 3 
A B2 2 2 2 
I B4 3 1 
s C2 (L) 1 1 1 3 
L C4 1 1 1 
E D2 (L) 4 4 3 
D4 1 
Total 8 8 17 9 13 21 (16%) (16%) (18%) (26%) 
Control/Test 38 12 32 16 
Total (76%) (24%) (64%) (32%) 
P-value of chi-
square test p <0.0001 (<0.05) 
(Sh?:nificant) 
[Note]: Two survey respondents did not respond to survey question #11 in the test setting. 
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Table 2.4. Comparisons of relations between users who sat on the window and aisle seats 
and their responses to types of lighting options they preferred to have in both control and test 
groups (Survey question #17 What type of work surface do you prefer? and Observation 3: Comparisons of users 
who sat on the window or aisle seats, and measurements of surface illuminations in both control and test settings.) 
Window/Aisle 
Control Test Vs. Survey 
question #17: 
What type of work 
surface do you a. b. c. d. Total a. b. c. d. Total 
prefer? 
Al 1 1 4 6 1 1 2 
w A2 1 2 3 6 1 1 1 3 
I Bl 1 2 3 6 2 1 1 4 
N B3(L) 1 1 3 2 1 1 7 
D Cl 1 2 2 5 2 1 3 
0 C3 2 2 2 1 3 
w Dl 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 3 
D3 2 1 3 1 I 
Total 4 4 8 17 33 6 5 9 6 26 (67%) (53%) 
A3(L) 1 1 1 4 2 1 I 4 
A B2 1 1 3 1 3 4 
I B4 1 4 1 1 
s C2(L) 1 2 3 I 4 
L C4 ' 1 2 1 1 
E D2<L) 1 6 1 1 8 
D4 1 1 1 I 
Total 6 1 5 4 16 12 3 3 5 23 (33%) (47%) 
Control/Test 10 5 13 21 18 8 12 11 
Total (20%) (10%) (27%) (43%) (27%) (16%) (24%) (22%) 
P-value of 
chi-square p = 0.019 (<0.05) test 
si2nificant 
[Note]: a). Additional light adjustable to different angles/directlon; b).Addit10nal hght adjustable mtens1ties; 
c ).No additional light - use existing overhead lighting; d).Even lighting - lack of shadows on table top) 
One (in the control setting) and one (in the test setting) survey respondents did not respond to survey 
question #17 in both control and test setting. 
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Research Question 3 
"Does artificial light influence choice of study space?" Frequencies and chi-square 
tests were computed to investigate the relations among all users' seated locations and 
responses to the questions related to this research question. 
R.Q.3-1. To identify possible changes of users' seating behavior between control setting and 
test setting (based on Observation data I: Comparisons of all seats' usage before and after the individual desk lamps 
were installed in the study spaces in both control and test settings): 
Chi-square tests and seating positions' frequencies were run to examine the possible 
changes in seating patterns. The additional desk lamps were installed, to investigate whether 
the seating choices were influenced by the lights. There was a significant usage difference (P 
< 0.0001) between all 15 seats. Seats A3, B3, C2 and D2 were the least used seats in each of 
four individual observation sections in the control setting. These least seats were equipped 
with four additional desk lamps in the test setting. 
As Table 3.1 shows, usage of the four lighted seats (A3, B3, C2 and D2) increased 
from 7 (14%) to 24 (48%). Seats B3 and D2 gained 16 users after the lights were installed. 
The most popular seat changed from seat Al (7 users) in the control setting to seats B3 and 
D2 (8 users) in the test setting; and ironically seat D2 was the least used seat in the control 
setting. 
R.Q.3-2. To identify users' perceived needs for lighting (based on Survey questions #4: What 
was the most important reason for choosing this area for working? and #11: Which one of the two issues listed below is more 
important to you when you select your seating space?, and Observation 2: Comparisons of users who sat on the unlighted or 
lighted seats in both control and test settings): 
Two chi-square tests were run to assess if lighting was the most important reason for 
users to choose their seating locations. 
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A significant result (P=0.011) for survey question #4 showed that the question 
selections "convenience" and "good lighted area" had significant differences between control 
and test settings (See Table 3.2). "Good lighted area" was the least chosen selection (1 (2%)) 
of the responders in the control setting, and it increased to 7 (15%) in the test setting. As for 
the comparison between "privacy" or "lighting'.' as the most important to respondents (survey 
question #11) (See Table 3.3), a significant result (P=0.002) showed between control and test 
settings; and a major increase of the choice of "lighting" went from 7 (14%) to 23 (48%) 
from people who sat at the "lighted" seat group. 
Six out of seven people in the test setting who selected "good lighted area" as the 
most important reason (survey question #4) were seated at the lighted seats; and eleven out of 
sixteen responders who selected "lighting" more important than "privacy" in survey question 
#11 were seated in lighted seats as well. 
R.Q.3-3. To identify users' knowledge of the existing lighting source on both control and test 
setting (based on Survey questions # 13: Do you generally prefer to sit at a work surface with an individual desk lamp? 
and # 14: Do you feel that the presence or absence of a desk lamp influenced your choice of study space today?}: 
Chi-square test was used to investigate the relationship between the two parts of the 
experiment and to see if users prefer to sit at a work surface with an individual desk lamp 
(survey question #13) (see Table 3.4). There was significant difference (P=0.016) between 
unlighted and lighted seat groups and these users' responses in both settings. In the lighted 
seat group, users response of "prefer a desk lamp" went from 1 (2%) to 8 (16%); and in the 
unlighted seat group, users responding to "not prefer a desk lamp" decreased from 25 (54%) 
to 19 (39%). 
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The same test was used to investigate whether the absence of the lamps influenced 
users' choice of seating as addressed in survey question #14 (see Table 3.5). A significant 
result (P<0.0001) showed that under the unlighted situation in the control setting, 45 (94%) 
users thought the absence of the desk lamps did not influence their choice of study spaces; 
but under the lighted situation in the test setting, and 17 (35%) users responded that the 
presence or absence of the desk lamps influenced their choices. 
R.Q.3-4. To investigate the possible changes of opinions about lighting preference before 
and after the additional desk lamps were installed (based on Survey questions #15: What type of 
lighting do you generally prefer to have in your library space?, # 16: What type of work surface do you prefer?, and # 17: What type 
of work surface do you prefer?}: 
Chi-square tests were used to test the possible changes of the opinions over what 
types of lighting environment or condition that users preferred before and after the desk 
lamps were installed. There was a significant difference (P=0.001) among control and test 
setting responses on the types of lighting preferred (survey question #15) (see Table 3.6). 
Two question selections that involved with the existing lighting condition, "general lighting 
will be enough" and "a surface next to a window" decreased about 14% and 6% in the test 
setting; and one question selection that suggested "closer to a window with individual 
lighting fixture (at a fixed angle and place)," which was different then the lighting condition 
the respondents see in the space, and also decreased about 8%. Two question selections that 
involved the "flexible individual lights" choice were both increased by about 10% in the test 
setting; "a surface with individual lighting fixture (can be changed-is flexible)" increased 
from 6% to 16%, and "a surface closer to a window with individual lighting fixture (flexible-
angle and place can be changed) increased from 8% to 18%. 
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There was no significant difference in the type of work surface users preferred 
(survey question #16); however, the frequencies (See Table 3.7) showed two of the most 
chosen selections were "large surface." They were "larger surface without individual 
lighting fixture" (13 (26%) and 17 (34%)) and "large surface with individual flexible lighting 
fixture" (8 (16%) and 11 (22%)). 
The purpose of survey question #17 (see Table 3.8) was to understand the most· 
important lighting condition for the library users. There were significant results (P=0.001) in 
the test setting and comparison between the control and test settings (P<0.0001). The result 
showed the presence of the additional lights influenced respondents' opinions about the 
lighting they preferred. There was a 16% increase on the question selection a. "additional 
light adjustable to different angles/direction"; and it increased from 10 (20%) in the control 
to 18 (36%) in the test setting. The question selection "even lighting-lack of shadows on 
table top" decreased 20% from control to test experiment (21 (42%) to 11 (22%)). 
Summaries of research question 3: 
• Additional desk lamps changed users' seating pattern: 
Significant differences (P<0.0001) before and after the additional desk lamps were 
installed were observed. Seats A3, B3, C2, and D3 were the least used seats in each of four 
individual observation sections in the control setting; seats B3 and D2 increased from one 
user to 16 users after the lights were installed. They replaced Seats Al and became the most 
seated seats. 
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• Additional desk lamps suggested users preferred better lighted condition: 
There were significant increases on the questions' answers related to "lighting" 
before and after the additional desk lamps were installed. A list of the significant differences 
showed that in the test setting, the additional desk lamps influenced library users' view point 
about "lighting." They were 
(P=0.011) "Good lighted area" (S.Q #4) increased from 1 (2%) to 7 (15%) 
(P=0.002) "Lighting" (S.Q #11) increased from 7 (14%) to 23 (48%) 
(P=0.016) "Prefer a desk lamp" (S.Q #13) increased from 1 (2%) to 8 (16%) 
"Not prefer a desk lamp" (S.Q #13) decreased from 25 (54%) to 19 (39%) 
(P<0.0001) 45 (94%) users (S.Q#14) in the control setting thought "the absence of 
the desk lamps did not influence their choice of study spaces"; but 17 
(35%) users responded that presence or absence of the desk lamps 
influenced their choices" 
(P=0.001) "General lighting will be enough" (S.Q#15) decreased about 14% 
"Flexible individual lighting fixture (can be changed)" (Q#l5) increased 
from 6% to 16% 
"A surface closer to a window with individual lighting fixture" (S.Q#l5) 
increased from 8% to 18% 
(P=0.001) "Additional light adjustable to different angles/direction" (S.Q#l 7) 
increased from 10 (20%) to 18 (36%) 
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Table 3.1. Comparisons of relations between users who sat on the unlighted and lighted seats 
in both control and test settings (Observation 2: Comparisons of users who sat on the unlighted or lighted seats in 
both control and test settings.) 
Unlighted/Lighted vs. Control Test Control/Test settings 
Al 7 2 
A2 6 3 
u Bl 6 4 
N B2 3 4 
L B4 4 1 I 
G Cl 5 3 
H C3 2 3 
T 
E C4 2 1 
D Dl 4 3 
D3 3 I 
D4 I I 
Total 43 (86%) 26 (52%) 
L A3 4 4 
I 
G B3 I 8 
H C2 2 4 
T 
E D2 8 
D 
Total 7 (14%) 24 (48%) 
P-value of chi-square test p <0.0001 (Si2nificant) 
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Table 3.2. Comparison of the most important reason for seating choice among respondents in 
both control and test groups respondent. (Survey question #4: What was the most important reason for 
choosing this area for working? and Observation 2: Comparisons of users who sat on the unlighted or lighted seats in both control 
and test settings.) 
Unlighted/Lighted vs. Control Test 
Survey question #4: What was 
the most important reason for choosing 
Unlighted Lighted Total Unlighted Lighted Total this area for working? 
Comfortable seating 2 2(4%) 2 1 3(7%) 
Convenience 10 4 14(29%) 2 4 6(13%) 
Quietness 7 7 (15%) 8 1 9(20%) 
Privacy 16 2 18(38%) 11 7 18(39%) 
Good Lighting 1 1(2%) 1 6 7(15%) 
Others 3 1 4(8%) 3 3(7%) 
Total 41 7 48 24 22 46 
r-value of chi-square test P= 0.574 P=0.017* 
(Significant *) p = 0.011 (<0.05)* 
[Note]: Two (in the control setting) and four (in the test setting) survey respondents did not respond to survey 
question #4 in both control and test setting. 
Table 3.3. Comparison between library users who said "privacy" or "lighting" was the most 
important to respondents in both control and test groups respondent. (Survey question #11: 
Which one of the two issues listed below is more important to you when you select your seating space? and Observation 2: 
Comparisons of users who sat on the unlighted or lighted seats in both control and test settings.) 
Unlighted/Lighted vs. Control Test 
Survey question #11: Which 
one of the two issues listed below is 
more important to you when you Unlighted Lighted Total Unlighted Lighted Total select your seating space? 
Privacy 35 3 38 20 12 32 (76%) (67%) 
Lighting 8 4 12 5 11 16 (24%) (33%) 
Total 43 (86%) 7 (14%) 25 (52%) 23 (48%) 
P-value of chi-square test P= 0.048 P= 0.041 
(Significant) p = 0.002 (<0.05) 
[Note]: Two survey respondents did not respond to survey question #11 in the test setting. 
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Table 3.4. Comparisons between users who sat at unlighted and lighted seats in both control 
and test groups and their responses to whether they prefer to sit at a work surface with an 
individual desk lamp (Survey question # 13: Do you generally prefer to sit at a work surface with an individual desk 
lamp? and Observation 2: Comparisons of users who sat on the unlighted or lighted seats in both control and test settings.) 
Unlighted/Lighted Control Test 
Vs. Survey question 
#13: Do you generally prefer Yes, desk No Yes, desk No to sit at a work surface with an lamp lamp 
individual desk lamp? 
Al 2 5 1 3 
A2 3 2 5 3 
Bl 2 2 1 
u 
N B2 1 2 3 
L B4 2 2 3 I 
I 
G Cl 1 4 3 
H 




Dl 2 2 7 I 
D3 1 1 1 
D4 1 1 
Total 14 (30%) 25 (54%) 17 (35%) 19 (39%) 
L A3 1 2 2 
I 
G B3 1 3 
H 
T C2 2 3 1 
E D2 3 1 D 
Total 1 (2%) 5 (11%) 8 (16%) 5 (10%) 
Control/Test 15 (33%) 30 (67%) 25 (51 %) 24 (49%) Total 
P-value of chi-square p = 0.016 (<0.05) . test (Si2nificant) 
[Note): Five (in the control setting) and one (in the test setting) survey respondents did not respond to 
survey question #13 in both control and test setting. 
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Table 3.5. Comparisons between users who sat on the unlighted and lighted seats in both 
control and test groups and their responses to whether presence or absence of a desk lamp 
influenced their choices of study space (Survey question # 14: Do you feel that the presence or absence of a 
desk lamp influenced your choice of study space today? and Observation 2: Comparisons of users who sat on the unlighted or 
lighted seats in both control and test settings.) 
Unlighted/Lighted Control Test Vs. Survey question 
#14: Do you feel that the 
Yes, Yes, presence or absence of a desk No No lamp influenced your choice influenced influenced 
of study space today? 
Al 7 3 
A2 5 5 3 
Bl 6 1 
u 
N B2 2 3 
L B4 1 3 2 1 
I 
G Cl 5 1 2 
H 
T C3 2 1 
E C4 1 1 3 
D 
Dl 1 3 5 3 
D3 3 1 
D4 1 1 
Total 3 (6%) 38 (79%) 13 (27%) 22 (46%) 
L A3 4 2 
I 
G B3 1 1 2 
H 
T C2 2 3 1 
E 
D2 4 D 
Total 7 (15%) 4(8%) 9 (19%) 
Controlffest 3 (6%) 45 (94%) 17 (35%) 31 (65%) Total 
P-value of chi-
square test P<0.0001 
(Si~nificant) 
[Note]: Two ( m the control settmg) and two ( m the test setting) survey respondents did not respond to 
survey question #14 in both control and test setting. 
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Table 3.6. Comparisons of relations between users who sat on the unlighted and lighted seats 
in both control and test groups and their responses to type of lighting they generally prefer 
(Survey question # 15: What type oflighting do you generally prefer to have in your library space? and Observation 2: 
Comparisons of users who sat on the unlighted or lighted seats in both control and test settings.) 
Control Test 
Unlighted/Lighted 
Vs. Survey question #15: 
What type oflighting do you generally Unlighted Lighted Total Unlighted Lighted Total 
prefer to have in your library space? 
General lighting will be 20 2 22 12 3 15 enou2h (44%) (30%) 
Under a li2htin2 fixture 3 1 4 (8%) 
With individual lighting 
fixture (at a fixed angel and 1 1 2 (4%) 1 1 (2%) 
place) 
With individual lighting 8 fixture (can be changed - is 1 2 3 (6%) 2 6 (16%) flexible) 
A surface next to a window 11 1 12 6 3 9 (24%) (18%) 
Closer to a window with 5 individual lighting fixture 5 (10%) 1 1 (2%) (at a fixed an2le and place) 
Closer to a window with 
individual lighting fixture 4 4(8%) 2 7 9 (flexible - angle and place (18%) 
can be chan2ed) 
Control/Test 42 6 (13%) 25 22 Total (88%) (53%) (46%) 
P-value of chi-square test P= 0.031 P=0.029 
(Significant) p = 0.001 (<0.05) 
[Note]: Two (in the control setting) and three (in the test setting) survey respondents did not respond to survey 
question #15 in both control and test setting. 
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Table 3. 7. Comparisons of relations between users who sat on the unlighted and lighted seats 
in both control and test groups and their responses to what type of work surface they prefer 
(Survey question #16: What type of work surface do you prefer? and Observation 2: Comparisons of users who sat on 
the unlighted or lighted seats in both control and test settings.) 
Control Test 
Unlighted/Lighted 
Vs. Survey question 
#16: What type of work surface Unlighted Lighted Total Unlighted Lighted Total 
do you prefer? 
Large surf ace without 13 17 individual lighting 10 3 (26%) 13 4 (34%) fixture 
Large surface with 6 5 individual lighting 6 (12%) 3 2 (10%) fixture fixed in place 
Large surface with 8 11 individual flexible 6 2 (16%) 2 8 (22%) Ii2htin2 fixture 
Small surface without 7 individual lighting 7 (14%) 1 2 4 (8%) fixture fixed in place 
Small surface with 
individual lighting 3 3 (6%) 2 2 3 (6%) 
fixture fixed in place 
Small surface with 5 individual flexible 3 3 (6%) 1 3 (10%) li2htin2 fixture 
Small surface with 
individual lighting 3 3 (6%) 1 (2%) fixture fixed in place 
under shelf 
Small surface with 
individual lighting 
fixture under shelf but 4 4 (8%) 2 2 (4%) 
light angle can be 
ad_just 
Control/Test 42 5 (11%) 25 23 Total (89%) (52%) (48%) 
P-value of chi-square P= 0.434 P= 0.152 
test 
P=0.267 (Not Si2nificant) 
[Note]: Three (in the control setting) and two (in the test setting) survey respondents did not respond to 
survey question #16 in both control and test setting. 
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Table 3.8. Comparisons of relations between users who sat on the unlighted and lighted seats 
in both control and test groups and their responses to which lighting option was most 
important to them {Survey question #17: What type of work surface do you prefer? and Observation 2: 
Comparisons ofusers who sat on the unlighted or lighted seats in both control and test settings.) 
Control Test 
Unlighted/Lighted 
Vs. Survey question 
#17: What type of work surface Unlighted Lighted Total Unlighted Lighted Total 
do you prefer? 
Additional light 10 18 . adjustable to different 8 2 (20%) 4 14 (36%) an2les I direction 
Additional light - use 5 8 existing overhead 4 1 (10%) 3 5 (16%) 
li2htin2 
No additional light - 13 12 use existing overhead 11 2 (26%) 9 3 (24%) 
li2htin2 
Even lighting - lack of 19 2 21 10 1 11 shadows on table top (42%) (22%) 
Control/Test 42 7 26 23 
Total (86%) (14%) (54%) (48%) 
P-value of chi-square P=0.849 P=0.001* 
test P < 0.0001 (<O.OS)* (Si2niticant *) 
[Note]: One (in the control setting) and one (in the test setting) survey respondents did not respond to survey 
question # 17 in both control and test setting. 
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Research Question 4 -
"Do library users who work longer in the library study space have more concern on 
the issue of the light sources than shorter term occupants?" One-way ANOV A and 
independent-sample T-Test were computed to investigate the relations among the length of 
users' usage time and their responses to the questions related to this research question. 
R.Q.4-1. To identify whether types of activities users performed in the work surface affected 
the length of usage time (based on Observation data 4: Comparisons of the length of users' usage time of the 
space in both control and test settings): 
One-way ANOV A was used to analyze the conducted length of the time that users 
occupied the space and users' activities (see Table 4.1 ). Users' activities in the library study 
space significantly influence the length of users' usage time to the spaces (P=0.028). From 
the observation data, usage time ranged from about ten minutes up to more then two hours, 
and three categorized purposes were determined based on how users used the surface; either 
reading magazines & newspapers, books, doing paper work or studying. People who used 
the space for doing paper work or studying stayed the longest. These users' usage time 
ranged from ten minutes to 210 minutes, and an average of about 65 minutes or more. The 
usage time of people who used the space for reading magazines or newspapers ranged from 
ten minutes to 150 minutes, and an average of about 39 minutes or more. People who stayed 
in the space and read books, their usage time ranged from ten minutes to 42 minutes, and an 
average of 42 minutes or more. Thus, people who read magazines or newspapers and books 
stayed about the same amount of time, 39 and 42 minutes respectively. 
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R. Q. 4-2. To investigate whether users' length of usage time at the work surface affects their 
view points regarded to lighting {based on Survey questions #4: What was the most important reason for 
choosing this area for worki~g? and # 11: Which one of the two issues listed below is more important to you when you select your 
seating space?): 
Both one-way A VONA and independent-sample T-Test were run to test the mean of 
the time users stayed and the relations to their answers of the ''privacy" and "lighting" issues. 
The means (see Table 4.~) showed that people who preferred "privacy" or "lighting" in 
survey question #4, which addressed the most important reason for choosing this area, and in 
survey question #11, (see Table 4.4) which regarded the comparison of these two reasons, 
stayed about the same amount of time. People who preferred "privacy" stayed about 53 
minutes (survey question #4) and 49 minutes (survey question #11), and people who 
preferred "lighting" stayed about 50 minutes (survey question #4) and 48.6 minutes (survey 
question #11). 
R. Q. 4-3. To investigate the relations between users' preference for the desk lamps influenced 
their length of use time at the work surface and would than affect their choice of seating 
locations in the test setting {based on Observation data 4: Comparisons of the length of users' usage time of 
the space in both control and test settings. Survey questions #13: Do you generally prefer to sit at a work surface with an 
individual desk lamp? and #14: Do you feel that the presence or absence ofa desk lamp influenced your choice of study space today?): 
In the test setting, one-way ANOV A was utilized to measure the relationships 
between the differences of time in the library study space and the use of the additional desk 
lamps (see Table 4.2). A significant (P=0.019) difference showed that people who stayed at 
the work surfaces longer did turn on the light fixtures and used them. Of the 25 people who 
sat at the lighted seats, 13 of them did not use the lights, and they stayed about 27 minutes; 
the 12 users who turned the lights on used the space about 73 minutes. 
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One-way ANOV A was also run to compare length of usage time and whether users 
used additional lamps. There were no significant differences in users' preference toward the 
desk lamps between 40 users who stayed longer (54 minutes) and 54 users who stayed a little 
bit shorter (45 minutes) (see Table 4.5). However, based on the results ofresearch question 3 
("does artificial light influence choice of study space?") showing that artificial lights did influence choice of 
study space, a one-way ANOV A was used to test whether the extra desk lamp influenced 
users' length of usage time. A marginally significant result (P=0.074) in survey question #14 
(see Table 4.6) showed that the absence or the presence of lamps influenced the length of 
time people used the surface. People who occupied the surface around 66 minutes responded 
"yes" that the absence or the presence of lamps influenced their choices, and people who 
stayed shorter than 46 minutes responded "no." 
Summaries of research question 4: 
• The purposes of the space influence the length of users ' usage time: 
Significant (P=0.028) differences between each usage purposes; "doing paper work 
or studying" stayed about 65 minutes, "read magazines or newspapers" stayed about 39 
minutes, and "read books" stayed about 42 minutes. 
• Whether users preferred "privacy" or "lighting" they stayed about the same time: 
No Significant differences between the length of the usage time whether users 
preferred "privacy" or "lighting." Users who preferred "privacy" stayed about 53 minutes 
(from S.Q #4) and 49 minutes(from S.Q #11); users who preferred "lighting" stayed about 50 
minutes (from S.Q #4) and 48.6 minutes (from S.Q #11). 
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• User's who stayed in the study space longer used the lamps and the absence or 
the presence of lamps influenced the length of time people used the study space: 
Significant (P=0.019) differences between people who stayed at the unlighted/lighted 
seats and not used/used the lamps; 25 people who sat at the lighted seats; 13 of them did not 
use the lamps and stayed about 27 minutes, and 12 of them used the lamps and stayed about 
73 minutes. 
Marginally significant (P=0.074) differences between the unlighted/lighted seats and 
the length of usage time. The absence or presence of lamps influenced their choices; users 
who responded to "yes" occupy the surface around 66 minutes and who responded to "no" 
stayed shorter than 46 minutes. 
Table 4.1. One-way ANOV A of the relations between users' activities in the work surface 
and the length of their usage time in both control and test settings (Observation 4: Comparisons of 
the length of users' usage time of the space in both control and test settings. and 5: Comparisons of the purposes (activities) of what 
users used the space in both control and test settings.) 
Length of usage time vs. N Mean One-way Purposes of used the (minutes) Minimum Maximum ANOVA space (Si2nificant) 
Magazines & 41 42.1951 10 150 Newspaper 
Books 24 39.1667 10 130 P= 0.028 
Paper work & Study 35 65.4286 10 210 
{<0.05) 
Total 100 49.6000 10 210 
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Table 4.2. One-way ANOVA of the differences of users' usage time affect their choice to 
use the additional desk lamps in the test setting (Observation 4: Comparisons of the length of users' usage 
time of the space in both control and test· settings. and 6: Comparisons of users who sat on the lighted seats in the test setting did they 
use or not use of the light fixtures.) 
In the Test Setting: One-way Length of usage time N Mean Minimum Maximum ANOVA vs. Used/Not used (minutes) (Significant) lights 
Unavailable 25 46.000 10 130 
Did not Use 13 26.9231 10 90 P= 0.019 
Turned on 12 73.3333 10 190 (<0.05) 
Total 50 47.6000 10 190 
Table 4.3. One-way ANOVA of the length of users' usage time in both control and test 
settings and their responses to which is the most important reason for them to select their 
seats (Survey question #4: What was the most important reason for choosing this area for working? and Observation 
4: Comparisons of the length of users' usage time of the space in both control and test settings.) 
Length of usage time One-way 
vs. Question#4: What was N Mean Minimum Maximum ANOVA 
the most important reason for (minutes) (Not 
choosing this area for working? Si2nificant) 
Comfortable Seatine: 5 71.27412 10 190 
Convenience 20 24.36564 10 90 
Quietness 16 30.11091 10 110 
Privacy 36 44.72136 10 150 P= 0.418 
Good Lie:hted Area 8 40.00000 10 110 
(>0.10) 
Others 7 61.87545 10 190 
Total 92 41.68455 10 190 
[Note]: Eight survey respondents did not respond to survey question #4 in both control and test setting. 
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Table 4.4. Independent-sample T-Test of the relations of length of users' usage time in both 
control and test settings and their preferences to privacy or lighting (Survey question #11: 
Which one of the two issues listed below is more important to you when you select your seating space? and Observation 4: 
Comparisons of the length of users' usage time of the space in both control and test settings.) 
Length of usage time vs. 
N Mean Independent-sample Question#l 1: Which one of the two T-Test 
issues listed below is more important to you (minutes) (Not Significant) when you select your seatim! space? 
Privacy 70 49.1429 P= 0.893 
Lighting 28 48.5714 (>0.10) 
[Note]: Two survey respondents did not respond to survey question #11 in both control and test setting. 
Table 4.5. One-way ANOVA of the length of users' usage time in both control and test 
settings and their responses to prefer additional desk lamp (Survey question # 13: Do you generally 
prefer to sit at a work surface with an individual desk lamp? and Observation 4: Comparisons of the length of users' usage time of 
the space in both control and test settings.) 
Length of usage time One-way 
vs. Question#l3: Doyou N Mean Minimum Maximum ANOVA generally prefer to sit at a work (minutes) (Not 
surface with an individual desk 
lanm? Si2nificant) 
Yes, pref er an 40 54.0000 10 190 individual desk lamp P= 0.368 
No 54 45.5556 10 210 (>0.10) 
Total 94 49.1489 10 210 
[Note]: Six survey respondents did not respond to survey question # 13 in both control and test setting. 
Table 4.6. One-way ANOVA of the relations of the length of users' usage time in both 
control and test settings and their responses to whether the presence or absence of a desk 
lamp influenced their seating choices {Survey question #14: Do you feel that the presence or absence of a 
desk lamp influenced your choice of study space today? and Observation 4: Comparisons of the length of users' usage time of the 
space in both control and test settings.) 
Length of usage time vs. One-way Question#14: Do you feel that N Mean 
the presence or absence of a desk lamp (minutes) Minimum Maximum ANOVA 
influenced your choice of study space (Significant) 
todav? 
Yes, the presence or 
absence of a desk lamp 20 66.0000 10 190 
influenced the choice P= 0.074 
No 76 46.0526 10 210 (<0.10) 
Total 96 50.2083 10 210 
[Note]: Four survey respondents did not respond to survey question #14 m both control and test setting. 
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Research Question 5 
"Do demographic differences affect the choice of study space and lighting?" 
Frequencies and chi-square tests were computed to investigate any possible significant 
differences between age and gender groups and all variables related to this research question. 
R.Q.5-1. To investigate the needs for natural or artificial light (window/aisle seats and 
unlighted/lighted seats) from all age groups (based on Observation data): 
Chi-square test was utilized to investigate the proportion of users from different age 
groups and their seated locations on window or aisle seats in both control or test settings. As 
Table 5.1 shows, 27 out of 42 users (64.3%) in age group 18-25 years old and 14 out of 19 
users (74%) in age group 40-58 years old highly preferred the window seats. 
As for the needs for the artificial lights based on the findings of test setting (see Table 
5.2 and 5.3), a marginally significant result (P=0.079) showed that even though about half of 
users 24 (48%) chose to sit at the lighted seats, they did not necessarily all tum the fixtures 
on and use them. A very low percentage (less then 50%) of users from all age groups 
actually used the lights, except for age group 40-58 years old, in which all five users who sat 
at lighted seats turned on the lights and used them. 
Both chi-square and frequency tests were used to examine whether the purposes of 
using the spaces affect users' behavior for utilizing the light fixtures. As Table 5.4 shows, in 
both control and test settings, users in 18-25 age group were the most frequent age group to 
use the study space, and most of them used the space for doing paper work and studying, 
followed by reading magazines or newspapers and then reading books. Ten (77%) users in 
age 59 years and older significantly used the study space for reading magazines or 
newspapers followed by the youngest age group. Comparing these two groups of users' 
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seated locations, ten out of 24 users from age group 18-25 years old used the space for doing 
paper work and studying, and 12 of them sat at the lighted seats, but only 4 of them used the 
light fixtures. In the age group 59 years old and older, five out of seven users used the space 
for reading magazines and newspapers, four out of seven users sat at the lighted seats, and 
two of them turned on the lights. The results showed that use of desk lamps correlated with 
users' ages and their perception needs. 
R.Q.5-2. To determine whether people in all ages prefer lighting as the most important 
reason from their seating behavior (based on Survey questions #4: What was the most important reason 
for choosing this area for working? and # 11: Which one of the two issues listed below is more important to you when you select your 
seating space?}: 
Chi-square tests were run to investigate what users' in all ages viewed on "privacy" 
or "lighting" regarding the work surface they used. As Table 5.5 shows, marginally 
significant (P=0.095) result showed that 13% more responses to question selection "good 
lighted area" (survey question #4) from age groups 26-39 years old, 40-58 years old , and 59 
years and older in the test setting. The comparison between "privacy" and "lighting" as 
addressed in survey question #11 (See Table 5.6), showed that, in general, users in all ages 
preferred "privacy" in both control and test settings (P=0.008). 
R.Q.5-3. To investigate the relations between users' gender and their answers to the 
questions and the study space they chose (based on both Observation and Questionnaire 
findings): 
Chi-square tests to compare genders were similar to those used to compare age 
groups. All survey data collection happened to have a nearly equal number of responses 
from both males and females. Chi-square tests revealed no significant differences between 
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these two groups of users and their responses to the questions. Both males and females 
preferred privacy over lighting (See the frequencies in the Appendix F). 
Summaries of research question 5: 
• Users who chose to sit at the lighted seats, not necessarily all used the lamps: 
Marginally significant (P=0.079) differences showed a very low percentage (less then 
50%) of users from all age groups actually used the lights, except for age group 40~58 years 
old, in which all five users who seated on the lighted seats and actually turned on the lights 
and used them. 
• In general users in all ages and genders preferred "privacy" over "lighting": 
A significant (P=0.008) difference showed in general library users in all ages 
preferred "privacy" over "lighting;" the same as from both males ( 51 % ) and females' ( 49%) 
responses. 
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Table 5.1. Analysis between ages and their seated locations at the window or aisle section 
(Observation 3: Comparisons of users who sat on the window or aisle seats, and measurements of surface illuminations in both 
control and test settings.) 
Ages vs. Seats 
Window/aisle seats Total Window Aisle 
c 18-25 yrs old 13 5 18 
0 
N 26-39 yrs old 8 6 14 
T 
R 40-58 years old 8 2 10 
0 59 yrs and older 3 3 6 L 
Total 32 16 48 (67%) (33%) 
18-25 yrs old 14 10 24 
T 
E 26-39 yrs old · 4 6 10 
s 
T 
40-58 years old 6 3 9 
59 yrs and older 3 4 7 
Total 27 23 50 (56%) (46%) 
P-value of chi-square test p = 0.278 (>0.10) (Not Significant) 
[Note]: Two survey respondents did not leave their age information in the control setting. 
Table 5.2. Analysis between ages and their seated locations at the unlighted and lighted seats 
(Observation 2: Comparisons of users who sat on the unlighted or lighted seats in both control and test settings.) 
In the Test setting: Lighted vs. Not 
Ages vs. Lighted/Unlighted T 
seats Lighted Unlighted 
18-25 yrs old 12 
T 
12 24 
E 26-39 yrs old 3 7 10 
s 40-58 years old 5 4 9 
T 
59 yrs and older 4 3 7 
Total 24 26 50 (48%) (52%) 
P-value of chi-square test p = 0.620 (>0.10) (Not Significant) 
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Table 5.3. Analysis of all ages users who sat on the lighted seats and have used/not used the 
light fixtures (Observation 6: Comparisons of users who sat on the lighted seats in the test setting did they used or not used of 
the light fixtures.) 
In the Test setting: Used vs. Not 
Ages vs. T 
Use/Unused li2hts Used Unused 
18-25 yrs old 4 20 24 
T 
E 26-39 yrs old 1 9 10 
s 40-58 years old 5 4 9 
T 
59 yrs and older 2 5 7 
Total 12 38 50 (24%) (76%) 
P-value of chi-square test p = 0.079 (<0.10) (Significant) 
Table 5.4. Analysis of purposes and activities of all ages users used the space (Observation 5: 
Comparisons of the purposes (activities) of what users used the space in both control and test settings.) 
Ages vs. 
Used For (activities) 
Total Magazine 
Purposes of used the space & Books Paperwork 
Newsoaoer & Study 
c 18-25 yrs old 6 4 8 18 
0 
N 26-39 yrs old 4 1 9 14 
T 
R 40-58 years old 6 1 3 10 
0 59 yrs and older 5 1 6 L 
Total 21 7 20 48 (44%) (15%) (42%) 
18-25 yrs old 8 6 10 24 
T 
E 26-39 yrs old 3 7 10 
s 
T 
40-58 years old 2 3 4 9 
59 yrs and older 5 1 1 7 
Total 18 17 15 50 (36%) (34%) (30%) 
P-value of chi-square test p = 0.107 (>0.10) 
(Not Significant) 
[Note]: Two survey respondents did not leave their age information in the control setting. 
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Table 5.5. Analysis of the most important reason for all ages' users in both control and test 
setting (Survey question #4: What was the most important reason for choosing this area for working") 
Ages vs. 
Question # 4: Comfortable Good What was the most Seating Convenience Quietness Privacy Lighted Others T important reason for Area 
choosing this area for 
working? 
c 18-25 5 2 9 1 17 
0 
N 26-39 1 3 1 6 1 14 
T 40-58 3 3 2 1 9 
·R 
0 59+ 1 2 1 2 6 
L 
Total 2 13 6 18 1 4 46 (4%) (28%) (13%) (39%) (2%) (9%) 
18-25 1 2 6 11 3 23 
T 
E 26-39 2 1 1 1 3 8 
s 40-58 2 1 3 3 9 
T 
59+ 1 1 3 1 6 
Total 3 6 9 18 7 3 46 (7%) (13%) (20%) (39%) (15%) (7%) 
P-value of chi-
square test p = 0.095 (<0.10) 
(Si2nificant) 
[Note]: Four (in the control setting) and four (in the test setting) survey respondents did not respond to survey 
question #4 in both control and test setting. 
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Table 5.6. Comparison of between privacy and lighting which was more important reason 
for all ages' users in both control and test setting (Survey question # 11: Which one of the two issues 
listed below is more important to you when you select your seating space?) 
Ages vs. Question # 11: Which 
one of the two issues listed below is more Privacy Lighting Total important to you when you select your 
seating space? 
c 18-25 yrs old 16 2 18 
0 
N 26-39 yrs old 10 4 14 
T 
R 40-58 years old 8 2 10 
0 
L 59 yrs and older 2 4 6 
Total 36 (75%) 12 (25%) 48 
18-25 yrs old 20 4 24 
T 26-39 yrs old 3 6 9 
E 
s 40-58 years old 6 3 9 T 
59 yrs and older 3 3 6 
Total 32 (67%) 16 (33%) 48 
P-value of chi-square test p = 0.008 (<0.05) (Significant) 
[Note]: Two (m the control settmg) and two (m the test setting) survey respondents 
did not respond to survey question #11 in both control and test setting. 
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CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
Overview 
This investigation was conducted to evaluate the effect of lighting on library users 
seating choices. Furthermore, the study examined the use of lighting to maintain library 
users' privacy. The results of the study indicated some expected and some unexpected 
findings. In this chapter, the results of the investigation are summarized and evaluated. First, 
an overview of the research questions is presented and applied to the hypothesis. Then, the 
conclusion and recommendations for future research are discussed. 
Summary and Discussion of Research Questions and Hypothesis 
Based on the results from users' responses to the questionnaire, especially to the 12 
survey questions that focused on the privacy and lighting issues (see Questionnaire in 
Chapter 3), library users thought personal privacy space was more important than lighting. 
Surprisingly this finding of previous findings regarding is the opposite, as the theory from 
previous literatures library users needs which indicated that lighting is the priority. In this 
investigation the results were that: 
o Library users had limited awareness of the surrounding space, especially artificial 
lighting. 
o Library users who sat by the window said they preferred "privacy" to "lighting." 
in selecting a place to sit; and library users who sat at the aisle seats answered 
they preferred lighting to privacy. 
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o Library users had poor awareness of shadows cast on the work surface at which 
they chose to sit. 
o Library users in all aspects generally selected "privacy" as their most important 
reason to select their seats. 
Library users either did not pay much attention to the additional light source or 
seemed to be unaware completely of their lighting condition and what lighting equipment 
was available for them to improve the illumination on their work surface. This suggests the 
idea that either the lighting condition was good enough for the users or not all of them sought 
out the best lighted (artificial light environment) work surface. 
According to previous researches that discussed in Chapter 2, windows and natural 
light are important to building users. Windows bring natural sunlight to interior spaces and 
provide emotional comforts. In this study, library users said they were more likely to sit by 
the windows to look out the windows and to achieve their sense of privacy. They did not say 
they aimed to access to the sunlight. Users of the library seemed to be unaware or 
unconcerned about the shadows cast on their work surface (see Chapter 4 and Table 2.4). 
Apparently the window seats provided the library users the privacy needed and a safe distant 
and isolation from the traffic and intruders. By contrast, users who preferred better lighting 
on their work surfaces preferred the aisle seats. 
It is understandable that most respondents in this study indicated that they preferred 
to choose seating based on privacy needs, not lighting needs. Taylor and Brook's (1980) 
research indicated that one is more likely to claim an empty space as temporary space than sit 
across from a stranger, sharing the space with others. Study carrels would be the choice for 
avoiding being too close to others and allow users to be able to secure their own space. The 
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result of this study supported previous territorial behavior studies' findings (Sommer, 1968; 
Westin, 1967; and Hall, 1969); however, these previous studies did not appear to examine 
territorial behavior studies and lighting conditions appositionally. 
Another important finding in this study is that according to the observation data 
results, lighting is more important to users than although this is not they said, it is how they 
behaved over privacy. Library users' seating pattern were significantly changed before and 
after the additional desk lamps were used, but users' responses to the survey questions were 
also affected by those lamps as well. The library users seemed to be unaware that selecting 
their seating location was influenced by the desk lamps. The finds suggesting that users were 
indeed concern about the lighting environment surrounding them: 
o Natural light source was an important element to most library users, library users 
preferred to sit near by it. 
o The absence and presence of the additional desk lamps influenced library users' 
seating choices. 
o The length of library users' time at the work surface affected their seat choices 
and their view points about lighting. 
The observation data showed that obviously library users unconsciously, wanted a 
work surface with a good lighting source and their seating location was influenced by the 
placement of the desk lamps. Four seats (A3, B3, C2, and D2) at each observation section 
were the least occupied in the control setting, which in the test setting seats B3, and D2 
became two of the most popular seats. 
The questionnaire results from the control setting suggested that library users 
preferred to sit at the window seats because of the sense of privacy, with less concern for 
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lighting. For example seat B3, a window seat, was popular in the control setting, but when 
desk lamp was added, its usage popularity changed significantly. This showed the example 
of proving users, who preferred the window seats, but were discouraged by the gloomy 
shaded surface in the control setting, when the desk lamp was added this provided the 
solution. The aisle seats also had access to the windows for outdoor scenes or natural 
sunlight as well. Both observation seating data and survey questionnaire responses suggested 
that natural sunlight and the additional desk lamp might be equally important to most users. 
For users who considered both natural and artificial lights, or only the artificial illumination 
was important and wanted to stay away from the windows, the aisle seats certainly were the 
best choice. 
Comparing the results of the questionnaire and observation data from the control 
setting to the test setting, the users who were significantly concerned about the lighting 
quality on their work surface selected the lighted seats. Users who did not identify lighting 
quality did the opposite. Here are several points that might be the reasons that these four 
desk lamps influenced library users' seating choices, they are: 
o Library users' desire for different levels of illumination would be affected by 
time of day, the weather conditions, and the seasonal changes. 
o The existing illumination foot candles were sufficient for 70 to 80 percent of 
the general reading areas; however on the work surface, the additional desk 
lamps provide more adequate illumination. 
o The additional desk lamps allowed users to be able to control their surface's 
bright levels and the flexibility of the lighting allowed the preventions of 
shadows. 
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o The length of time library users spend at the work surfaces influenced their 
preference for the absence or presence of the desk lamps. 
After the desk lamps were introduced to the study space, those lamps significantly 
influenced library users' seating choices, even though there was a high percentage of users 
who thought the general ceiling light and the l~ght from the window were sufficient. That 
was because this experimental study was conducted mostly during the afternoon hours, when 
there was plenty of sunlight which illuminated the entire space plus the existing ceiling light. 
On each of the work surface, according to the IESNA's standards (9th Ed. 2000) (see Chapter 
4), the 30-40 foot candles illumination level on the work surface was sufficient for around 80 
percent of the users; however, those four additional desk lamps provided the rest of the 20 
percent users who desired more brighter level of illumination (55-65 foot candles). 
These four desk lamps not only provided the users a shadow free work surface, but 
also allowed users a sense of control on the light level. The desk lamps were flexible and 
users being able to change angles, directions and positions (for right or left-handed users) 
which provided them the ability to prevent any type of shadows on the surfaces. The results 
showed that these desk lamps were popular and useful. They made two out of four once least 
used seats (seats B3, and D2) become the most popular used seats. Overall the results 
indicated users welcomed the additional desk lamps in the space and did prefer a space with 
additional desk lamps. 
Taylor and Brooks' study (1980) suggested that users who stayed in the study carrel 
were more likely to study or read for a longer period of time. Similarly in this study users 
who did paper work or studied stayed the longest about 65 minutes (longer than users who 
read magazines or newspapers about 40 minutes). A comparison of the length of the time at 
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the work surface and the preferences users had toward the additional desk lamps, showed that 
users who stayed in the space longer (around 66 minutes) were more likely to be influenced 
by the absence or presence of the desk lamps than users who stayed only a short time (around 
46 minutes). These two factors suggest that a work surface containing additional desk lamps 
provides visual comfort and unconsciously invites users who desire to stay in the space 
longer. 
Conclusion and Implications 
Some improvements could be made, if this study was to be replicated. First, in future 
research weather conditions and seasonal changes might be included in the observational data, 
in order to better explain the user and usefulness of desk lamps. The findings showed that 
users who occupy the work surfaces with desk lamps did not necessarily use the lamps and 
even that users who stayed in the unlighted seats stayed in the seat much longer (73 minutes) 
than ones who stayed in the lighted seats (27 minutes). It was possible that extra light was 
abundant during the afternoon hours when this study was conducted, and since this 
experiment study space was located at the south-west side of the library building, there was 
plenty of afternoon sunlight. Thus, in further studies, a wide range of hourly recording, 
especially during the night hours of the library space and detailed descriptions on the weather 
conditions are required. 
Second, the current data failed to fully examine the differences between different ages 
of users' perception needs for additional lights because of the small sample of this 
experiment. So in the future a larger sample of respondents would be preferred. Even 
though there was a marginally significant result suggesting that within four age groups 
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(18-25, 26-39, 40-58 and 59 years and older), the users in age group 40-58 years old more 
likely have used the desk lamps than other age groups. It did not necessarily show that 
40-58 years old users require more illumination than age group 59 years and older. In future 
research should contain more recent studies regarding to universal designs or designing for 
people of all ages. Ideally it would be detailed information about the lighting needs and 
conditions of individual age groups. This would better explain age and give aide when 
designing the lighting for tlie library space. 
Third, in future research, a larger sample size could be helpful in several other areas, 
such as to draw clear differences between the lengths of time library users are at the study 
carrel surface and their preferences to the additional desk lamps; to be able to determine the 
relations between what activities library users do at their surfaces and their preferences to the 
lamps. Perhaps this would help to clearly distinguish differences between demographic 
group users' choices, whether "privacy" or "lighting" and all variables that involve with 
using the additional light fixtures. 
In future research additional comparisons, with equal numbers of light fixtures used 
at window and aisle seat sections would be suggested. Furthermore it would be interesting to 
find out why users sat at the lighted or unlighted seats, and whether they utilized the desk 
lamps. The results were unclear on why people stay in a space shorter than 30 minutes. 
These users did not choose to sit on the seats where lamps were not available, but rather 
occupied the lighted seats, but did not use them. It is also possible that there is a discrepancy 
on the selection of aisle seats verses window seats, due to the fact that there were not the 
same number of lamps placed in both sections (see Figure 13). Thus, making it difficult to 
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determine of choices were made out if preference for aisle verses window or seating verses 
illumination. 
Fourth, as the study result suggested that these additional desk lamps provided the 
library users the sense of "control" on the brightness level at their work surface, additional 
information was discovered during the research conducted dimmer control would be useful. 
During the observation period in the test setting, quite a large number of users turned the 
desk lamp switch more than once to seek different light levels from the lamps. This is one of 
the surprise findings from this study that suggested that most people unconscionably are 
familiar with desk lamps that have dimmer features and unaware of their psychological and 
physiology responses when operating the lamps. It would also be interesting and useful for 
conducting information of how would dimmers affect users' usage on the task light; this 
would be useful to interior designers for considering utilization of the desk lamp feature with 
a dimmer for different functional purposes of the space. 
This study presents to designers that lighting does not only provide library users the 
visual illuminations to check out books that they need, it is an important element for 
determining the functional and efficient work surface that would influence users' choice on 
where they like to work. Even though 70 to 80 percent of library users and the building 
standard codes suggests the light is bright enough in general, the placement of the additional 
task light fixtures will be another helpful tool to create a more aesthetically pleasing and 
comfortable reading space for all library users. 
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APPENDIX A. ILLUMINATIONS DETAILS OF 15 STUDY CARRELS 
Window Seats part I: Window Seats Al, Al, Bl, and B3. See 1: -:- :- :-: -:-:- J area in Drawing 1. 
Illumination details of Seat Al and its larger view in the study space 
Illumination details of Seat A2 and larger view of Seats A3 and A2 
Ye;+····J• .·· ' .. !*'.'.Vl ~nd B2 {1'arger View)2R''"'? .o;;·; rr·-::· ... .,:, w·:,·y ·;,,..:, .. ... .. w .......... :· · .. ··· ·· wi .. \ .. ··.w.' :';· '<·c;;ki# ::r.:.~a;~:;-:.::<~.){~'-:..,.,%:::::.,o.</~1 
Illumination details of Seat B 1 and larger view of Seats B 1 and B2 
Illumination details of before and after the light was tum off 
or on in Seat B3 
:::01: . . 
. . ....... . . . \:2!)" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·. ·.·.· .. ·.·.·. 







Window Seats part II: Window Seats Cl , C3 , Dl , and D3. See 1:-:·:-:-:-:-:·1 area in Drawing 2 . 
Illumination de_!_ail.s of Seat D 1 and larger view of Seats D 1 and D2 
Illumination details of Seat D3 and larger view of Seats D4 and D3 
. . . . ·~ . . r::::!J . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. 
. . . . "c:\J .. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
+1·03·1 ™ I 
Drawing2 
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Aisle Seats part I: Aisle Seats A3, B2, and B4. See f:·:·:·:·:·:·:·I area in Drawing 3. 
Illumination details of before and after the light was turn off 
or on in Seat A3 
Illumination details of Seat B2 and larger view of Seats B 1 and B2 
Illumination details of Seat B4 and larger view of Seats B4 and B3 
. . ..... . 
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Aisle Seats part II: Aisle Seats C2, C4, D2, and D4. See 1: « <<·»1 area in Drawing 4. 
Illumination details of before and after the light was tum off 
or on in Seat C2 
Illumination details of Seat C4 and larger view of Seats C4 and C3 
Illumination details of before and after the light was turn off 
or on in Seat C2 
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Drawing 4 
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APPENDIX B. SIGNED HUMAN SUBJECT APPROVAL FORM 
Author's Note: Two Modification processes (February, 26, 2003 and March 14, 2003) were 
made since the first approval on December, 4, 2002. The signed human subject approval 
forms are listed by the orders of approval dates . 
.. --- First Approval Form Date: December 4, 2002 
Second Approval Form Date: February 26, 20Q3. ______ -------., 
Institutional Rcvi~ Board 
Orfic.·c of Research Compliar ,' IOWA STATE UNNERSITY I 
OF SC.ENCE AND TECHNOLOGY Vice Provost for Re~arch ar / 
Ad\•ancrd Studies 
i~ 10 Beard shear Hall 
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Ames, Iowa 5c.l1JI 1 ·2036 / 
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DATE: \ecember 4, 2002 
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FROM: Human Subjects Res~ch 




• DATE REVIEWED: February 26, 2003 RE: IRB ID # 03-245 
The project, "Personal Space in Libraries: the Influence of Lighting on Choice" has been declared 
exempt from Federal regulations as described in 45 CFR 46.JOl(b)(2). 
(2) Research involving the use of educational tests (cognitive, diagnostic, aptitude, achievement), 
survey procedures, interview procedures or observation of public behavior, unless: (i) infonnation 
obtained is recorded in such a manner that human subjects can be identified, directly or through 
identifiers linked to the subjects; and (ii) any disclosure of the human subjects' responses outside the 
research could reasonably place the subjects at risk of criminal or civil liability or be damaging to the 
subjects' financial standing, employability, or reputation. 
To be in compliance with ISU's Federal Wide Assurance through the Office of Human Research 
Protections (OHRP) all projects involving human subjects, must be reviewed by the Institutional 
Review Board (IRB). Only the IRB may determine if the project must follow the requirements of 
45 CFR 46 or is exempt from the requirements specified in this Jaw. Therefore, all human subject 
projects must be submitted and reviewed by the IRB. 
Because this project is exempt it does not require further IRB review and is exempt from the 
Department of Health and Human Service (DHHS) regulations for the protection of human subjects. 
We do, however, urge you to protect the rights of your participants in the same ways that you would 
ifIRB approval were required. This includes providing relevant information about the research to 
the participants. Although this project is exempt, you must carry out the research how you proposed 
it to the IRB, including using your signed informed consent document. 
Any modification of this research should be submitted to the IRB on a Continuation and/or 
Modification form to determine ifthe project still meets the Federal criteria for exemption. !fit is 
determined that exemption is no longer warranted, then an IRB proposal will need to be submitted 
and approved before proceeding with data collection. 
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I SECTION I: Pl/Project Information 
1. I agree to provide the proper surveillance of this project to insure that the rights and welfare of the human subjects are 
protected. I will report any adverse reactions to the committee. Additions to or changes in research procedures after the 
project has been approved will be submitted to the committee for review. J agree that all key personnel involved in 
conducting human subjects research will receive training in the protection of human subjects. I agree to request renewal 
of approval for any project continuing more than one year. 
2. Type of Submission: 0 Continuing Review (fill in sections I & ll) (Continuing Review can only be approved up to 
30 days prior to the project's original approval date) 
121 Modification (fill in sections I & lll) 
0 Continuing Review & Modification (fill in sections I, n, & Ill) 
0 Modification for Exempt protocol 
3. Date of Last IRB Approval: Dec 4. 2002 
4. IRB ID #:03-245 
5. Title of Project (if title has changed since original approval, please provide both titles): Personal Space in Libraries: 
the Influence of Lighting on Choice" 
6. Funding Source: NI.A 
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Modification Form (the first time) Date: February 25, 2003 (page 2) 
j SECTION II: Continuing Review 
8. Have there been any serious and/or unexpected adverse expcrienc::es since the last review? 
0 Yes, please explain. [81 No 
9. Previously approved procedures and measure will remain the same. 
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SECTION ill: Modifications (A modification is required whenever a change is made to the approved project, 
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conducting human subjects research will receive training in the protection of human subjects. I agree to request renewal 
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SECTION II: Continuing Review 
8. Have there been any serious and/or llllexpected adverse experiences since the last review? 
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9. Previously approved procedures and measure will remain the same. 
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SECTION ID: Modifications (A modification is required whenever a change is made to the approved project, 
whether it be a title change or change in investigators, resubmission of a grant proposal involving changes to the original 
proposal, or changes in the funding source, etc.) 
10. The following modification(s) are being made (check all that apply): 
0 Change in type of subjects (i.e. minors 14-17 to minors under 14): changed from __ to __ . 
181 Change in informed consent document; attach copy with changes highlighted. 
0 Change in principal investigator; requires signature ofnew PI and verification of human subjects training, 
and signature ofDEO for new PI. 
New PI typed name __ New PI signature------------
DEO signature-----------
0 Change in co-principal investigator(s); requires signature of new co-PI and attach verification of human 
subjects training 
New co-PI typed name __ New co-PI signature ___________ _ 
0 Change in total number of subjects; changed from __ to __ 
0 Inclusion of additional key personnel; type names and attach human subjects training verification __ 
0 Change in project sponsor (attach complete grant application for new or additional sponsor) 
181 Other (e.g., chaitge in project title, adding new materials) 
11. Describe the modification(s) indicated above in sufficient detail for evaluation independent of any other 
documents. 
Changes in questionnaire - see attached questionnaire highlights indicate new questions. Old form is also 




Final Approval Form Date: March 14, 2003 
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY Institutional Review Board Office ,,f Research Comphan 
Vice Provost for Research an 
Advanced Stu<lic• 
OF SCIENCE ANO TECHNOLOGY 
TO: I-Ting Yeh 
FROM: Human Subjects Research 
2810 Beardshear Hall 
Ames, Iowa 50011~2030 
51 5 294-4566 
FAX 515 294-7 288 
PROJECT TITLE: Personal Space in Libraries: the Influence of Lighting on Choice 
RE: IRB ID No.: 03-245 
TYPE OF APPLICATION: Modification APPROVAL DATE: March 14, 2003 
REVIEW DA TE: March 14, 2003 
Your human subjects research project application, as indicated above, has been approved by the Iowa State 
University IRB #1 for recruitment of subjects not to exceed the number indicated on the application form. All 
research for this study must be conducted according to the proposal that was approved by the IRB. If written 
informed consent is required, the !RB-stamped and dated Informed Consent Document(s), approved by the IRB 
for this project only, are attached. Please make copies from the attached "masters" for subjects to sign upon 
agreeing to participate. The original signed Informed Consent Document should be placed in your study files. A 
copy of the Informed Consent Document should be given to the subject. 
If this study is sponsored by an external funding source, the original Assurance Certification/Identification form 
has been forwarded to the Office of Sponsored Programs Administration. 
The IRB must conduct continuing review of research at intervals appropriate to the degree of risk, but not less 
than once per year. Renewal is the PI's responsibility, but as a reminder, you will receive notices at least 60 days 
and 30 days prior to the next review. Please note the continuing review date for your study. 
Any modification of this research project must be submitted to the IRB for review and approval, prior to 
implementation. Modifications include but are not limited to: changing the protocol or study procedures, 
changing investigators or sponsors (funding sources), including additional key personnel, changing the Informed 
Consent Document, an increase in the total number of subjects anticipated, or adding new materials (e.g., letters, 
advertisements, questionnaires). Any future correspondence should include the IRB identification number 
provided and the study title. 
You must promptly report any of the following to the IRB: (I) all serious and/or unexpected adverse 
experiences involving risks to subjects or others; and (2) any other unanticipated problems involving risks to 
subjects or others. 
HSRO/ORC 9/02 
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APPENDIX C. AGREEMENT LETTER FROM 
AMES PUBLIC LIBRARY 
Author's Note: The dates for the study was began from mid-January through late-May. All 
of the changed conducting processes were all agreed by Mrs. Dawn Hayslett (Assistant 
Director of Ames Public Library) 
~n:cii, 
515 Douglas Avtmue November 15, 2002 
Ame~. IA 5(XJ J(J.621 5 
Phm1.: 5 J 5-239--5630 Dawn Hayslett 
Fax 515·2324571 Assistant Director 
Ames Public Library 
515 Douglas Ave. 
WW\\',amcs.Jih.ia..us Ames, Iowa 50010 ---
To Whom It May Concern: 
After several discussions with Bakey, I-Ting Yeh, the Ames Public 
library has agreed to support her research project to study the 
influences of light on the relation of individual study spaces. Bakey has 
presented a very well constructed proposal to observe library patrons 
as they choose where to sit in one seating area in our building. She 
has made it extremely easy for us to participate in her project. 
The dates for the study are November 15 through December 20. We 
understand this will be observation only in this part of the study. There 
may be a survey component later in January 2003. Bakey is providing 
study lamps for this part of the study. She understands that, although 
we do not anticipate any problems, Ames Public Library is not 
responsible for that equipment in the event of damage or theft. 
Ames Public Library will be eager to learn the results of her study and 
how these observations can help us allocate study space and certainly 






Ames Public Library 
,H'f , ... .:, -'~",...,.~, , : ,~,, ! -;. ~ ,.; \i~•, 
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APPENDIX D. OBSERVATION CHARTS 
Chart 1. Time recorded intervals of the space usages in control setting 
Date/Time 12:40 1:00 1:20 1:40 2:00 2:20 2:40 3:00 3:20 3:40 4:00 4:20 4:40 5:00 5:20 
Davi 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 
Da\ll~ 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 
Davi 3 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 
Davi'4 1 1 1 1 2 5 4 3 4 4 3 
Davi 5 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 1 
Dauo o; 1 1 3 4 4 3 1 1 1 
Dav 7 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 
Dav 8 5 6 6 7 2 4 4 1 
Da " 3 3 3 3 4 4 3 3 2 3 4 5 4 Dav 10 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 
Dav 11 1 1 1 1 1 2 
Dav 12 3 3 2 2 
Dav 13 1 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 4 1 
Dav 14 6 5 5 4 5 6 4 2 3 
Dav 15 5 2 1 7 6 4 
Dav 16 4 4 3 3 
Dav 17 1 1 1 3 2 2 2 1 1 
Dav 18 1 1 1 2 3 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 
Dav 19 3 5 2 
Dav "O 1 1 2 3 4 4 2 2 3 4 3 1 
Dav 21 1 1 1 
Total 7 7 11 17 20 21 44 43 45 52 39 41 34 20 17 
[Note]: This chart records the amount of users every 20 minutes from 21 research 
conducting days. 
Chart 2. Seat recorded intervals in control setting 
Day/Seat A1 A2 A3 81 82 83 84 C1 C2 C3 C4 01 02 03 04 
Day#1 1 1 1 1 
DaV#2 1 1 1 
Day#3 1 1 1 
Dav#4 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Dav#5 2 1 1 1 1 
Day#6 1 1 1 1 1 
Dav#7 3 2 2 
Day#S 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 3 1 
Day#9 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 
Day#10 1 1 2 2 
Day#11 1 1 1 
Day#12 1 1 1 1 
Da\1#13 3 1 2 2 1 1 
Dav#14 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 
Day#15 3 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 
Dav#16 1 1 1 1 
Day#17 2 1 1 
Day#18 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Day#19 1 1 1 1 1 
Day#20 2 1 2 1 1 
Day#21 2 1 
Total 28 12 10 9 4 4 18 9 5 7 13 6 5 11 8 































Chart 3. Time recorded intervals of the space usages in test setting 
Date/Time 12 40 1 00 1 20 1 40 2 00 2 20 2 40 3 00 3 20 3 40 4 00 4_20 4_40 5_00 5 20 5_40 6_00 
Day#1 4 4 4 3 5 3 2 1 1 1 
Dav#2 2 2 5 4 2 1 1 3 
Dav#3 1 2 2 2 1 
Dav#S 2 3 3 5 5 6 5 4 4 
Dav#7 2 1 1 2 
Da"lf\ 4 5 5 5 6 5 5 3 
Da'>ll7 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 
Da"IA 2 3 4 3 2 4 2 3 3 3 1 
Dav#9 1 1 2 3 
Day#10 2 2 2 2 3 1 1 1 
Day#11 
Day#12 1 4 5 4 5 5 5 4 1 
Day#13 1 2 1 
Day#14 2 1 
Dav#15 1 1 2 2 3 4 4 3 1 
Davi 16 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 
Davi 17 3 6 5 3 3 3 4 3 3 
Da>AI 18 2 2 2 4 2 1 1 1 
Day;I 19 
Dav#21 3 4 4 5 4 3 2 1 4 2 2 1 2 3 4 
Day#21 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 
Day#22 2 1 2 2 3 2 3 3 3 2 
Dav#23 1 1 3 1 3 4 4 4 4 3 
Dav#24 2 1 '2 2 2 2 1 
Total 2 4 8 14 27 41 43 41 50 58 so 45 31 13 8 8 4 
[Note]: This chart records the amount of users every 20 minutes from 24 research conducting 
days. 
Chart 4. Seat recorded intervals in test setting 
Dav/Seat A1 A2 A3 81 82 83 84 C1 C2 C3 C4 01 02 03 
Day#1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 
Day#2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Dav#3 1 1 
Day#4 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 
Day#5 1 1 1 
Dav#6 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 
Day#7 1 1 1 1 
Dav#S 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Day#9 1 1 1 
Day#10 2 1 1 1 
Day#11 
Day#12 2 2 1 1 1 
Dav#13 1 
Day#14 1 1 1 1 
Day#15 1 1 1 1 1 
Dav#16 2 2 
Day#17 1 1 3 2 1 1 1 
Day#18 2 1 1 1 
Day#19 
Day#20 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 
Dav#21 2 1 1 1 1 2 
Dav#22 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 
Day#23 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 
Day#24 1 2 1 1 1 1 
Total 24 14 9 12 7 14 6 8 13 9 5 5 17 7 





























APPENDIX E. (FINAL) QUESTIONNAIRE AND LETTER 
Introduction -
My name is Bakey Yeh, I am a graduate student in Interior Design in ISU, and I am doing a thesis that 
deals with people's sitting preferences in public library spaces. This survey data will help me identify important 
issues and elements that people need and desire in relation to public library space. 
This questionnaire has 17 questions and will take approximately 10 to 15 minutes to answer. There 
is no name associated with the survey. Participants must be 18 years old or older. No psychological or 
emotional risk is intended in this survey. If for any reason you feel uncomfortable participating in this study 
you can withdraw any time. 
You may ask any questions you have now. If you have questions later, you may contact me at 
ybakeyi@hotmail.com or ybakeyi@iastat.edu.If you want to talk to someone other than me, you may contact 
my major professor at malven@iastate.edu. 




Gender: Male I Female 
1Ifyou are a ISU student: Major ______ ; Classification ___ _ 
1. Have you studied in this library previously? 
a). Never 
b).Once 
c). Several times 
2. If you have studied in this library, how often do you work do so? 
a). Once a month or less 
b ). 2-3 times per month 
c). Once a week 
d). 2-3 times per week 
e). more then 3 times per week 





4. What was the MOST important reason for choosing this area for working? (pick only one) 
a). Comfortable seating 
b). Convenience 
c ). Quietness 
d). Privacy 
e ). Good lighted area 
f). Other (Specify) 
2 Each survey respondents were asked to provide their age and gender information, the student "major" and "classification" 
blinks were optional. Only 45 respondents provided the information, this part of data was too small to categorized and 
utilized in the analysis process. 
5. How do you usually use the library? 
a). Alone 
b ). with friends or families 
100 
6. When you use the library space alone, what type of seating space do you like to be in? (Please circle 
more than one choice if you like to) 
7. If you must sit near another person (a stranger) at a table which are you most likely to choose? 
a). Sit next to person 
b ). Sit right across from a person 
c). Makes no difference 
8. Do you have any preference on the type of work surface you use? 
a). A large surface with multiple seats 
b ). A surface with one chair and dividers around the desk 
c ). Any kind of surface near by, does not matter 
d). Other (Please specify) 
9. What time of the day do you usually go use library space? (circle more than one 
a). From 9am-l lam in the morning 
b). From l lam-lpm in the morning 
c). From lpm-3pm in the afternoon 
d). From 3pm-5pm in the afternoon 
e ). From 5pm-7pm in the afternoon 
f). From 7pm-9pm at nighttime 
10. When you use library space do you prefer a space next to a window? 
a). Yes 
b). No 
Please explain your answer 
11. Which one of the two issues listed below is more important to you when you select your seating space? 
a). Privacy 
b). Lighting 
12. Have you previously noticed desk lamps on some work surface? 
a). Yes 
b). No 
13. Do you generally prefer to sit at a work surface with an individual desk lamp? 
a). Yes 
b). No 
Please explain your answer 
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14. Do you feel that the presence or absence of a desk lamp influenced your choice of study space today? 
a). Yes 
b). No 
Please explain your answer 
15. What type oflighting do you generally prefer to have in your library space? 
a). General lighting will be enough 
b ). A surface located under a lighting fixture 
c). A surface with individual lighting fixture (at a fixed angle and place) 
d). A surface with individual lighting fixture (can be changed - is flexible) 
e). A surface next to a window 
f). A surface closer to a window with individual lighting fixture (at a fixed angle 
and place) 
g).A surface closer to a window with individual lighting fixture (flexible - angle 
and place can be changed) 
16. What type of work surface do you prefer? 
a). Large surface without individual lighting fixture 
b ). Large surface with individual lighting fixture fixed in place 
c). Large surface with individual flexible lighting fixture 
d). Small surface without individual lighting fixture 
e ). Small surface with individual lighting fixture fixed in place 
f). Small surface with individual flexible lighting fixture 
g). Small surface with individual lighting fixture fixed in place under shelf 
h). Small surface with individual lighting fixture under shelf but light angle can be adjust 
17. What type of work surface do you prefer? 
a). Large surface without individual lighting fixture 
b ). Large surface with individual lighting fixture fixed in place 
c). Large surface with individual flexible lighting fixture 
d). Small surface without individual lighting fixture 
e). Small surface with individual lighting fixture fixed in place 
f). Small surface with individual flexible lighting fixture 
g). Small surface with individual lighting fixture fixed in place under shelf 
h). Small surface with individual lighting fixture under shelf but light angle can be adjust 
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APPENDIX F. QUESTIONAIRE AND FREQUENIES 
1. Have you studied in this library previously? 
a). Never 
b).Once 






2. If you have studied in this library. how often do you work do so? 
a). Once a month or less 19 (38%) 
b). 2-3 times per month 13 (26%) 
c). Once a week 5 (10%) 
d). 2-3 times per week 7 (14%) 










1 ( 2%) 
3. If you have worked in this library previously, how frequently have you used this specific area? 
a). 0%-25% 18 (36%) 19 (38%) 
b). 26%-50% 12 (24%) 8 (16%) 
c). 5lo/o-75% 8 (16%) 8 (16%) 
d). 76%-100% 6 (12%) 9 (18%) 
4. What was the MOST important reason for choosing this area for working? (pick only one) 
a). Comfortable seating 2 (4%) 3 ( 6%) 
b). Convenience 14 (28%) 6 (12%) 
c). Quietness 7 (14%) 9 (18%) 
d). Privacy 18 (36%) 18 (36%) 
e). Good lighted area 1 ( 2%) 7 (14%) 
f). Other (Specify) 4 ( 8%) 3 ( 6%) 
5. How do you usually use the library? 
a). Alone 
b ). with friends or 
families 
47 (94%) 
2 ( 4%) 
43 (86%) 
5 (10%) 
6. When you use the library space alone, what type of seating space do you like to be in? (Please circle more 
than one choice if you like to) 
a). Where no one is sitting yet 
b). Near the books I need 
c). Near the entrance door 
d). Where it is quiet 
e). Where no one can see me 
f). Near a computer 
g). Other (Please specify) 
27 (54%) 
12 (24%) 
1 ( 2%) 
30 (60%) 
7 (14%) 
2 ( 4%) 
3 ( 6%) 
26 (52%) 
12 (24%) 
2 ( 4%) 
31 (62%) 
11 (22%) 
3 ( 6%) 
7 (14%) 
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7. If you must sit near another person (a stranger) at a table which are you most likely to choose? 
a). Sit next to person 5 (10%) 7 (14%) 
b). Sit right across from a person 31 (62%) 28 (56%) 
c). Makes no difference 13 (26%) 15 (30%) 
8. Do you have any preference on the type of work surface you use? 
a). A large surface with multiple seats 
b). A surface with one chair and dividers around the desk 
c ). Any kind of surface near by, does not matter 








3 ( 6%) 
9. What time of the day do you usually go use library space? (circle more than one 
a). From 9am-l lam in the morning 9 (18%) 
b). From l lam-lpm in the morning 5 (10%) 
c). From lpm-3pmin the afternoon 21 (42%) 
d). From 3pm-5pm in the afternoon 26 (52%) 
e). From 5pm-7pm in the afternoon 12 (24%) 
f). From 7pm-9pm at nighttime 9 (18%) 
10. When you use library space do you prefer a space next to a window? 
a). Yes 45 (80%) 
b). No 5 (10%) 
Please explain your answer 
3 ( 6%) 
28 (56%) 
16 (32%) 
2 ( 4%) 
6 (12%) 













12. Have you previously noticed desk lamps on some work surface? 
a). Yes 8 (16%) 
b). No 42 (84%) 
13. Do you generally prefer to sit at a work surface with an individual desk lamp? 
a). Yes 15 (30%) 
b). No 30 (60%) 

















15. What t)l>e oflighting do you generally prefer to have in your library space? 
a). General lighting will be enough 
b ). A surface located under a lighting fixture 
c). A surface with individual lighting fixture (at a fixed angle and place) 
d). A surface with individual lighting fixture (can be changed - is flexible) 
e). A surface next to a window 
f). A surface closer to a window with individual lighting fixture (at a fixed angle 
and place) 
g).A surface closer to a window with individual lighting fixture (flexible - angle 








16. What We of work surface do you prefer? 
22 (44%) 
0 
2 ( 4%) 
3 ( 6%) 
12 (24%) 
5 (10%) 
4 ( 8%) 
a). Large surface without individual lighting fixture 
b ). Large surface with individual lighting fixture fixed in place 
c). Large surface with individual flexible lighting fixture 
d). Small surface without individual lighting fixture 
e). Small surface with individual lighting fixture fixed in place 
f). Small surface with individual flexible lighting fixture 
g). Small surface with individual lighting fixture fixed in place under shelf 
15 (30%) 
4( 8%) 
1 ( 2%) 
8 (16%) 
9 (18%) 
1 ( 2%) 
9 (18%) 
h). Small surface with individual lighting fixture under shelf but light angle can be adjust 
a). 13 (26%) 17 (34%) 
b). 6 (12%) 5 (10%) 
c). 8 (16%) 11 (22%) 
d). 7 (14%) 4 ( 8%) 
e). 3 ( 6%) 3 ( 6%) 
f). 3 ( 6%) 5 (10%) 
g). 3 ( 6%) 1 ( 2%) 
h). 4 ( 8%) 2 ( 4%) 
17. In a study space which of the following lighting option is MOST important to you? 
a). Additional light adjustable to different angles I direction 
b ). Additional light adjustable intensities 
c ). No additional light - use existing overhead lighting 
d). Even lighting - lack of shadows on table top 
a). IO (20%) 
b). 5 (10%) 
c). 13 (26%) 






APPENDIX G. RESPONSES TO OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS 
Question 8: Do you have any preference on the type of work surface you use? 
<Control Setting> 
• It depends on the work I have to do, the motivation I have to do it and my mood. 
• A large surface with one seat. 
• A surface for my laptop. 
<Test Setting> 
• Depend on my work. 
• I like a clean surface so I bring a package of cleansing cloths or get moist paper towel from the 
restroom and wipe off desk. This may be another reason I like privacy, because people think 
you're strange if you wipe off your library desk, so if I can find a desk away from people I prefer 
it. 
• Plenty of space. 
Question 10: When you use library space do you prefer a space next to a window? 
<Control Setting> 
• After reading a while, I like to watch outside. 
• I feel comfortable because I can take a rest after a period time of reading. I like to see outside. 
• Not feel limited in a small world but also can enjoy the privacy in my own cell. 
• Windows can either make my mind wander off topic or can help me brainstorm-depends on work 
- I say 50/50. 
• Yes, because I like the large amount of steady light a window provides. 
• Let's light in and it's fun to peek at the sky once in a while. 
• Makes no difference. 
• Does usually matter, extra light is nice. 
• It doesn't matter, I like both. 
• See the beautiful nice weather. 
• Private/isolated too. Light - can see out of library, to take mental breaks. 
Question 10: (cont'd.) 
<Control Setting> (cont'd.) 
• Its beautiful outdoors today, I at least want to see the sun, create a positive mood. 
• So I can see what's going on outside. 
• It provides a nice study break. 
• Yes, get more lighting. 
• The light is nice and it helps as a reminder that time is passing and I need to study. 
• Lighting, and be able to look outside. 
• Window seats seem less isolated and better lit. 
• Natural light, know what's going on outside. 
• It doesn't make any difference. 
• Between breaks, soothing to watch life outside. 
• Does not matter, I do work here. I'm not looking out the window. 
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• It's nice, but it's not a huge concern. 
• Weather conditions. 
• Do not prefer if there is adequate lighting elsewhere. 
• Better light. 
• For emergency outside. 
• Less distraction. 
• Doesn't matter. 
• I don't feel so closed in by the cubicle. 
• Depends on blinds being open-shut. 
• More light, can see the weather. 
• I prefer natural light to fluorescent and I like to rest my eyes occasionally by looking at objects 
some distanced away. 
• More light and sunshine. 
Question 10: (cont'd.) 
<Test Setting> (cont'd) 
• I like the sunlight. 
• Adds light and does not detract from privacy. 
• It gives me a quick break to see something new. 
• I can judge how long I've been here. 
• I like being able to see outside. 
• But it is not a big priority. If I need to think about, remember, or ponder something, sometimes I 
look outside at nature. 
• When I'm thinking, I look out the window. 
• Seems more pleasant. 
• Doesn't matter. 
• I like sitting by a window where the natural light can come in. 
• I like to look outside. 
• For good natural glare-free light and a more spacious open feeling. 
• It is not important. 
• Doesn't really matter. 
• I like the natural light, the smells and to escape. 
• I don't know why, I think I like to watch people. 
• I do not like a closed-in feeling. 
• It's nice to look outside for a break. 
• I like to take a break from studying once in a while and look out at the real world! 
• It feels more out of the way. 
• I get distracted by a window. 
• No distractions. 
• So, I'm not so "confined" 
• When my eyes get tired I like to rest them by looking out. 
Question 10: (cont'd.) 
<Test Setting> (cont'd) 
• I cannot concentrate. 
• For eye relaxation. 
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• Just enough of a distraction from the boredom of studying. 
• Doesn't matter there's not much to look at out ifl do sit by a window. 
• Sunshine can help against drowsiness when reading or studying. 
• Sometime - just depends on how intensely I am studying. 
• Light. 
• I am not fussy about this, but sitting hear the window includes natural lighting and also gives eyes 
a break when I read or steady. When I glance outside. 
• It is too distracting. 
Question 13: Do you generally prefer to sit a work surface with an individual desk lamp? 
<Control Setting> 
• Doesn't matter as long as the lighting is good. Prefer natural lighting. 
• The light is enough. 
• I can adjust different lighting level by myself. 
• Yes, so that I won't hurt my eyes. 
• If there us a strong overhead light then there is no reason to have another one - although it would 
save more energy if no one sits there. 
• I have never seen a desk with an individual desk lamp here at the library, but at my place of 
residence I prefer to have an individual desk lamp. 
• The overhead lighting has always been adequate. 
• Not a factor. 
• No preference. 
• I like ceiling lights which provide enough light. 
• Lights in the library are already bright enough. 
Question 13: (cont'd) 
<Control Setting> (cont'd) 
• It doesn't matter to me. 
• I don't think they have them here. 
• Only if there are no window seats and there is poor lighting. 
• It doesn't matter to me that much, but it is better than others. 
• It takes up room for my notes and books. 
• Just don't need lamp lighting on most occasions. 
• If sitting at a desk that is enclosed it can be dark without a lamp. 
• I have never seen a desk with a desk lamp at a library. But if there was one I would rather have 
the lamp. 
• Move control over my lighting requirements. 
• Doesn't really matter to me. 
• I haven't seen one but it would be nice, I would prefer it ifl saw one. 
• I'm not a student. I'm more interested in a private, quiet area to read for recreation purposes. I 
enjoy aeronautics, and PC's. 
• I have not noticed any lamps in this library. 
• Doesn't matter, just enough light. 
• No need. 
• Was not aware that lamps were available. 
• The library is well lit without desk lamps and I try to sit by a window. 
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• Depends on glare on paper. 
• Better vision and p.s. not enough of them. 
• Would like the extra light. 
• No reference. 
• There is usually enough light. 
• More light. 
Question 13: (cont'd.) 
<Test Setting> (cont'd.) 
• I'm old. I appreciate light. 
• If there is one its great to heave the proper light. It also helps to keep me awake. 
• It doesn't really matter to me. 
• Lighting barely affects me. 
• I like low lighting; I can think and concentrate better. Plus, light sources, especially fluorescent, 
but off radiation, and I don't believe they are healthy. Also, electric cords have a field of some 
sort around them that may not be healthy. I can't quiet remember, when the light is on I think 
there is an electric and magnetic field in the cord generated by the current. When the light is off it 
may be an electric field or a voltage difference. Either way, it may not be good to be near lights 
and electric cords, so I prefer none. 
• Shine light right on my work. 
• Can adjust lighting. 
• Yes if I am studying something. 
• It's nice but not very important to me. 
• Overhead lighting is good. 
• It is not important. 
• I hate florescent lights so individual lights detract from the head-ach including lights. 
• Does not matter to me. 
• Doesn't really matter to me. 
• I prefer natural lighting - I see much better during the daytime - note - lamps help at night! 
• I prefer natural light to small spot lights. 
• The lamp helps me to see more clearly. 
• I have never used the lamps. 
• Then I get to choose how bright I want. 
• More light. 
• It doesn't really matter to me. 
• I've never used the individual lamps before. 
Question 13: (cont'd.) 
<Test Setting> (cont'd.) 
• I like privacy but light is important too. 
• Don't need extra lighting. 
• It doesn't really help. 
• Old people's eyes need more light. 
• I just don't like it. 
• Sufficient lighting is important for reading. 
• If it is a general lamp, then the light cannot be utilized for certain projects or personal needs. 
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• There is enough lighting that I don't need to use it. 
• Eye sight getting worse as I age. 
• Prefer natural light. 
• It doesn't matter much to me, although it is nice that they recently added the desk lamps. 
• It doesn't matter to me. 
Question 14: Do you feel that the presence or absence of a desk lamp influenced your 
choice of study space today? 
<Control Setting> 
• Yes. Because it's going to affect my reading, if too dark, I will feel so sleepy. 
• I didn't notice the light at all today. 
• Lighting was adequate. 
• Again, I have not seen an area in the library with individual desk lamps. 
• I don't need one because of adequate other lighting. 
• Not a factor. 
• I picked a space without a lamp. 
• It doesn't make no difference to me. 
• Don't bother me either way. 
Question 14: (cont'd) 
<Control Setting> (cont'd) 
• Sit next to a window. 
• Doesn't bother me. 
• Because the study dividers don't have them. 
• There aren't lamps here and the lighting is pretty good overhead and from the window. 
• I don't think there are any desks with lamps here. 
• I think there is enough light from ceiling and window. 
• There is no desk lamp. 
• Because there are no lamps in this library. 
• Sat by a window. 
• Not look for a lamp- plenty of light. 
• I don't know of any spaces in library with lamps. 
• Doesn't make any difference. 
<Test Setting> 
• All the desks are by windows so I don't need extra light. 
• I need the light. 
• I chose this spot because it was open and it had the light which I liked! 
• I sat where there was no lamp. 
• It's very well lighted in here, plus I'm next to a window and its bright out. 
• Ceiling lights are good. 
• Next to me but I had enough light. 
• I contemplated sitting by one, because I do like the additional light, but opted to sit in a different 
spot, because it felt isolated. 
• Overhead lights good. 
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• Very much so, as it is a grey rainy day and dam signing and examining photos to go into a public 
photo exhibit. 
Question 14: (cont'd.) 
<Test Setting> (cont'd.) 
• There were equally good spots with privacy and windows and I choose the one with the lamp. 
• I am here during day-light time. 
• The lamps get very hot and heat up the study carrels. 
• If there wasn't one, I wouldn't sit here. 
• It is light out now, and my focus is one relaxation. 
• I chose one with lamp. 
• It doesn't matter because it is light out right now. 
• I just wanted to skim some books, lighting was not important. 
• Some people may like it and some may not, so it doesn't really matter. 
• Yes, not light enough for reading. 
• More light makes reading easier for me. 
• Will feel that if the lamp is absence. 
• It's light out right now, so I sat by a window. 
• I don't usually need that much light when reading or studying. The current lighting is good 
enough for me. 
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